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SPATIAL ASYMPTOTICS OF GREEN’S FUNCTION FOR ELLIPTIC
OPERATORS AND APPLICATIONS: A.C. SPECTRAL TYPE, WAVE
OPERATORS FOR WAVE EQUATION
SERGEY A. DENISOV
Abstract. In the three-dimensional case, we consider Schro¨dinger operator and an elliptic operator
in divergence form. For slowly-decaying oscillating potentials, we establish spatial asymptotics of
the Green’s function. The main term in this asymptotics involves L2pS2q-valued analytic function
whose behavior is studied away from the spectrum. This analysis is used to prove that absolutely
continuous spectrum of both operators fills R`. We also apply our technique to establish existence
of wave operators for wave equation under optimal conditions for decay of potential.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we study two operators that are central for Spectral and Scattering Theory of wave
propagation. The first one is Schro¨dinger operator
(1.1) H “ ´∆` V, x P R3
and the second one is elliptic operator written in “divergence form”
(1.2) D “ ´divp1 ` V q∇, x P R3.
The work done in the last section of the paper was supported by a grant of the Russian Science Foundation (project
RScF-14-21-00025) and research conducted in the rest of the paper was supported by the grants NSF-DMS-1464479,
NSF DMS-1764245, and Van Vleck Professorship Research Award. Author gratefully acknowledges hospitality of IHES
where part of this work was done.
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We will study the Schro¨dinger operator in the first part of the paper, operator (1.2) will be considered
in the second part. The potential V is always assumed to be real-valued and decaying at infinity at
a certain rate to be specified below. One motivation for this work comes from the following problem
suggested by B. Simon [43]:
Let V be a function on Rν which obeys
(1.3)
ż
Rν
|x|´ν`1V 2pxqdx ă 8.
Prove that ´∆` V has an a.c. spectrum of infinite multiplicity on r0,8q if ν > 2.
For ν “ 1, a lot is known, e.g., the characterization of V P L2pR`q in terms of spectral data was
obtained in [24]. The Simon’s multidimensional L2 conjecture generated a lot of activity and many
results were obtained. We recommend two recent surveys [7], [38] and [39, 40, 41] for more information
and the list of references.
The goal of this paper is to go far beyond understanding the a.c. spectral type. When the spectral
parameter is taken off the spectrum, we will study the asymptotics of the Green’s function and
establish existence of the a.c. spectrum and wave operators as a consequence. In a sense, this paper
builds on ideas introduced in [13] where less precise estimates were proved using perturbation theory
and more restrictive class of potentials was treated.
To illustrate the kind of results obtained in this paper, we list a few of them below. First, we need
the following notation: given function f defined on tx P R3 : |x| ą Nu and p ě 1, we introduce
}f}ℓprN,8q,L8 def“
˜ 8ÿ
n“N
´
sup
nă|x|ăn`1
|fpxq|
¯p¸1{p
.
Theorem 1.1. Consider V that satisfies the following conditions:
(1.4) V “ divQ, Q P C1pR3q, }V }ℓ2pZ`q,L8 ` }Q}ℓ2pZ`q,L8 ă 8 .
Then, σacp´∆` V q “ R`.
Comparing it to other recent results in the field (see, e.g., [7] and [38]), this theorem is, perhaps, the
strongest in terms of unconditional point-wise decay imposed on V . This rate of decay also turns out
to be optimal on ℓp scale. The statement of the theorem is contained in a stronger result, theorem 2.5,
which is proved in the first part of the paper along with auxiliary lemmas. The method is based on
analysis of the spatial asymptotics of the Green’s function Gpx, y, zq when z is a regular point of H ,
y P R3 is fixed and x tends to infinity in arbitrary direction. Under rather mild (and, again, essentially
optimal) assumptions on V , we prove the formula
(1.5) Gpx, y, zq “ G0px, y, zqpA8pσ, y, kq ` op1qq, |x| Ñ 8, x{|x| Ñ σ P S2,
whereG0 is Green’s function ofH0 “ ´∆ and A8pσ, y, kq is L2pS2q-valued function analytic in k “
?
z.
We obtain the uniform estimates for A8 and study its boundary behavior in k P C` near the real line
by identifying the proper harmonic majorant. The standard properties of the vector-valued functions
in the Hardy class H2pDq imply the entropy bound for the spectral measures and theorem 1.1 follows
immediately as a corollary.
In the second part of the paper, we study operator (1.2) and the wave equation
(1.6) utt “ divp1` V q∇u, upx, 0q “ f0pxq, utpx, 0q “ f1pxq,
which corresponds to, e.g., the propagation of acoustic waves in the medium described by potential V .
Formally, the group eit
?
D defines the solutions to (1.6) if D is given by (1.2). The operator (1.2) is
non-negative under very mild assumptions on V so
?
D is well-defined by the Spectral Theorem and
the evolution eit
?
D preserves the L2pR3q norm. Our central contribution is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose V satisfies conditions:
(1.7) }V }8 ă 1, V “ divQ, Q P C2pRq, max
j“0,1,2
}DjQ}ℓ2pZ`q,L8 ă 8 .
Then, the following wave operators exist
(1.8) W˘p
?
D,
a
H0q def“ s´ limtÑ˘8eit
?
De´it
?
H0
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and the limit is understood in the strong sense.
Existence of wave operators, in a standard way, implies that D, restricted to the ranges of W˘ is
unitarily equivalent to H0 “ ´∆ and that guarantees the infinite multiplicity of the a.c. spectrum
of D.
Another application of our technique has to do with, perhaps, the most natural and basic question
about the long time behavior of solution to equation (1.6): given some f0 and f1, does the solution
propagate ballistically like in the unperturbed case? In view of possible eigenvalues embedded into
the continuous spectrum, the answer to the general question should be negative (indeed, if Ψ is an
eigenfunction for eigenvalue E “ 1, we observe that function cos t ¨ Ψpxq solves the problem with
f0 “ Ψ, f1 “ 0 but does not propagate at all). However, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose V satisfies conditions of theorem 1.2, f is compactly supported, nonnegative,
and is not zero identically, then a nontrivial part of f propagates ballistically. More precisely, we can
write f “ h1 ` h2, where h1 K h2, h1 ‰ 0 and
lim
tÑ`8
}e´it
?
Dh1 ´ e´it
?
H0pW`q´1h1}2 “ 0 .
To clarify the statement, h1 is chosen as the orthogonal projection of f to the range of W
` and
h2 is h1’s orthogonal complement in L
2pR3q. Since h1 K h2, we also have e´it
?
Dh1 K e´it
?
Dh2
and, therefore, part of the wave propagates ballistically. We notice carefully that not all of eit
?
Df
is necessarily propagating: if h2 is not equal to zero, then part of the wave can be localized around
the origin (e.g., oscillate like in the example with eigenstate discussed above or undergo even more
complicated dynamics if singular continuous spectrum is present).
The classes of potentials considered in this paper are strikingly sharp for the kind of results we
obtain. In both (1.1) and (1.2), we let V decay at infinity slowly and oscillate. More precisely, this can
be expressed in the following way: V “ divQ where Q is C1pR3q vector-field that decays at infinity.
For example, one can think of
V “ div
ˆ psinx1, 0, 0q
px2 ` 1q0.25`δ
˙
“ cosx1px2 ` 1q0.25`δ `Op|x|
´1.5´2δq , δ ą 0 .
In the last section of the paper, we show that these potentials are in fact ubiquitous, e.g., they appear
naturally in investigation of the random models (e.g., random decaying potentials studied by Bourgain
[4] and Rodnianski-Schlag [36])).
To avoid some unessential technical issues (e.g., the correct definition of the operator H) we assume
that both Q and V are bounded and that they decay at infinity as follows:
(1.9) sup
n´1ă|x|ăn
|V pxq| P ℓ2pNq, sup
n´1ă|x|ăn
|Qpxq| P ℓ2pNq.
This decay, similar to (1.3), is also L2-like and that makes our results optimal (i.e., changing ℓ2 to
ℓp, p ą 2 in (1.9) leads to absence of a.c. spectrum in general). The oscillation of the potential is also
crucial for our analysis of Green’s function asymptotics. Indeed, even in the one-dimensional case this
asymptotics contains the nontrivial WKB correction if the potential V does not decay fast or does
not have some oscillation. In [10, 29], the WKB correction was studied in the three-dimensional case.
The problems considered in this paper are classical to scattering theory of PDE and the references
to older results are numerous. If the potential V is short-range, i.e.,
|V pxq| 6 Cp1` |x|q1`δ , δ ą 0,
the limiting absorption principle (see [3],[46]) implies that the positive spectrum of H “ ´∆ ` V is
purely absolutely continuous. For elliptic problems written in the form (1.2), the limiting absorption
principle was studied in [15, 20, 21, 22]. As far as existence of wave operators is concerned, another
very effective tool, the Enss method, has been widely used to analyze the scattering problem in the
case when potential is short-range. We recommend the monograph [46] as a reference that contains
most of the classical results in scattering theory that are relevant to our paper. In comparison to
short-range case, potentials that satisfy (1.9) are too rough for the spectrum to be purely absolutely
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continuous. In fact, the a.c spectrum can coexist with rich singular spectrum and thus the standard
methods (limiting absorption principle or Enss method mentioned above) become ineffective. The
technique we use allows to overcome this obstacle.
The scattering theory for the wave equation (1.6) was developed in [15, 22, 48] under the as-
sumptions that V decays at infinity fast. In this context, see also [27] for the classical treatment of
the scattering problem for wave equations. Our method to control evolution eit
?
D is based on the
well-known formula that expresses it as a contour integral of the resolvent (see, e.g., [45] where this
approach is discussed). This allows us to prove existence of wave operators and obtain the stationary
representation for them. In [8, 9, 11], the analysis of the stationary scattering problem has been used
to study the existence of wave and modified wave operators in the one-dimensional case. The current
paper develops this technique and puts it into the multidimensional setting.
The basis for our analysis is the method of a priori estimates for some Helmholtz-like equations.
For Helmholtz equations, it was used in [30, 31] in a different context. In [12], analogous a priori
estimates were used to study hyperbolic pencils related to Schro¨dinger operator. The idea to control
the asymptotics of Gpx, y, zq in the L2pS2q topology is not new, it was used by Agmon [1] for the
short-range case. We, however, consider the functions A8pσ, y, kq in (1.5) as elements of the L2pS2q-
valued Hardy space and that allows us to obtain necessary estimates on the boundary behavior. These
bounds become crucial in the proof of existence of wave operators (1.8).
We finish this introduction by making a remark that we considered the three-dimensional case
only to avoid unessential technicalities. We believe our approach works in any dimension after minor
modifications. It is also conceivable that all results obtained in this paper can be generalized to V
that can be written in the following form:
V “ Vosc ` Vsr,
where Vosc, the slowly decaying and oscillating part, is like in theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and Vsr, the
short-range part, satisfies
}V }ℓ1pZ`q,L8 ă 8 .
We do not pursue this direction here.
Notation
‚ Brpxq denotes closed ball centered at x and radius r and Srpxq is the corresponding sphere,
S2
def“ S1p0q.
‚ If A is a self-adjoint operator defined on the dense subset of the Hilbert space H and z does
not belong to its spectrum (e.g., z R σpAq), then Rz “ pA ´ zq´1 denotes the resolvent of A
at point z. If Rz is given by the integral operator, i.e., if
pRzfqpxq “
ż
R3
Gpx, y, zqfpyqdy,
then we will call the integral kernel G the Green’s function of A. For example, if A “ H0 “ ´∆
and H “ L2pR3q, then ([32], formula (9.30), p. 73)
G0px, y, k2q “ e
ik|x´y|
4π|x´ y| , k P C
`.
‚ Sobolev spaces over the domain U with square integrable derivatives up to order l are denoted
byHlpUq. The space of compactly supported infinitely smooth functions is denoted by C8c pUq.
‚ The symbol δy denotes the Dirac delta-function at point y P R3.
‚ The symbol σx stands for surface measure.
‚ If x P R3 and x ‰ 0, then px def“ x{|x|.
‚ The symbol PC`pk, ξq stands for the Poisson kernel in the upper half-plane, i.e.,
PC`pk, ξq “
Im k
πppRe k ´ ξq2 ` Im2 kq .
In general, if Ω is the domain in C with piece-wise smooth boundary BΩ, then the Poisson
kernel will be denoted by PΩpk, ξq, k P Ω, ξ P BΩ. Thus, for every f P CpΩq, harmonic in Ω,
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we have
fpkq “
ż
BΩ
PΩpk, ξqfpξqd|ξ|
with d|ξ| being the arc-length measure.
‚ Given ra, bs such that 0 R ra, bs, we define Πpa, b, hq def“ tk P C`,Re k P pa, bq, Im k P p0, hqu.
‚ For two non-negative functions f1p2q, we write f1 . f2 if there is an absolute constant C such
that
f1 6 Cf2
for all values of the arguments of f1p2q. We define & similarly and say that f1 „ f2 if f1 . f2
and f2 . f1 simultaneously.
‚ If pΩ1p2q, µ1p2qq are two measure spaces and A is a linear operator, bounded from Lp1pΩ1, µ1q
to Lp2pΩ2, µ2q, then its operator norm is denoted by }A}p1,p2 . In general, if X1p2q are two
Banach spaces and A is a linear bounded operator from X1 to X2, then }A}X1,X2 will denote
its operator norm.
‚ For shorthand, we will use }f}p to indicate the LppR3q norm of the function f . Similarly, Lp
will refer to LppR3q.
‚ The Fourier transform of function f will be denoted by
Ff “ pfpξq def“ ż
R3
fpxqe´2πixx,ξydx
and the inverse Fourier by qf or F´1f .
‚ Given self-adjoint operator H with spectrum σpHq, we define the following set
ΣpHq def“ tk P C`, k2 R σpHqu.
We will often write Σ dropping H .
‚ The averaging of function f over the sphere centered at x with the radius r is denoted by
Mrpfqpxq def“ xfySrpxq “
1
|Srpxq|
ż
Srpxq
fpξqdσξ.
‚ Potential V is called short-range if there is δ ą 0 such that |V | . p1` |x|q´1´δ .
‚ The symbol C denotes the absolute constant which can change the value from formula to
formula. If we write, e.g., Cpαq, this defines a positive function of parameter α.
2. Part 1. Schro¨dinger operator with decaying and oscillating potential
2.1. Formulation of main results. Consider stationary Schro¨dinger operator H given by (1.1)
H “ ´∆` V, x P R3
with real-valued potential V that satisfies the following properties
(2.1) V “ divQ, Q P C1pR3q, }V } def“ }V }ℓ2pZ`q,L8 ` }Q}ℓ2pZ`q,L8 ă 8 .
We notice that both V and Q converge to 0 as |x| Ñ 8. Since lim|x|Ñ8 V pxq “ 0, it is known from
Weyl’s Theorem ([34], p.117) that σesspHq “ r0,8q. The question what decay assumptions at infinity
imply that σacpHq “ r0,8q is more delicate and has been extensively studied lately, especially in
one-dimensional case (e.g., [14]).
In the first part of the paper, we study the spatial asymptotics of the Green’s function Gpx, y, zq
when z R σpHq and introduce “an amplitude”, which is L2pS2q-valued analytic function in z. We
study its properties and establish the absolute continuity of the spectrum of H as a corollary.
The following quantity will play the key role. Let
Apx, y, kq def“ 4π|x´ y|e´ik|x´y|Gpx, y, k2q
for k P Σ. This formula is easy to understand, in fact
Apx, y, kq “ Gpx, y, k
2q
G0px, y, k2q
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thus the comparison is made to free Green’s function. We will take |x| Ñ 8 while keeping y fixed and
study the asymptotical behavior. This is related to the concept of Martin boundary in the theory of
harmonic functions, potential theory, and elliptic PDE (see, e.g., [28]) in the case when k P iR` and
has large absolute value.
The main results of the first part of this paper are listed below.
Theorem 2.1. Let V satisfy (2.1). For every Πpa, b, hq, we have
sup
rą1
1
r2
ż
|x´y|“r
|Apx, y, kq|2dσx ă Cpa, b, h, |y|, V q
Im4 k
as long as k P Πpa, b, hq.
Theorem 2.2. Let V satisfy (2.1). There is the function A8pσ, y, kq, defined for every y P R3, k P Σ.
It is L2pS2q vector-valued function in σ and it is analytic in k P Σ (as an L2pS2q-valued function).
Moreover,
lim
rÑ8
}Apy ` rσ, y, kq ´A8pσ, y, kq}L2pS2q “ 0 .
For the short-range potentials, Agmon proved analogous result in [1].
Theorem 2.3. Let V satisfy (2.1). A8pσ, y, kq has the following asymptotics in sectors of C`:
lim
|k|Ñ8,argkPpδ,π´δq
}A8pσ, y, kq ´ 1}L2pS2q “ 0
for every δ ą 0. In particular, this implies that A8 is not identically equal to zero in Σ.
Take any f P L2pR3q and assume that it has compact support. Let σf be its spectral measure
relative to H . The proofs of theorems 2.2 and 2.3 give continuity of A8pσ, y, kq in y in L2pS2q
topology. So, we can define hf pσ, kq:
(2.2) hf pσ, kq def“
ż
R3
A8pσ, y, kqe´ikxσ,yyfpyqdy .
Theorem 2.4. Let V satisfy (2.1) and ra, bs Ă p0,8q. Then
(2.3) }hf pσ, kq}2L2pS2q 6 Cpa1, b1, a, b, V, fq
˜
1`
ż b2
a2
PC`pk,
?
ηqdσf pηq
¸
for all intervals pa1, b1q ( pa, bq and all k P Πpa1, b1, 1q.
Remark. The last theorem implies that
}hfpσ, kq}2L2pS2q 6
Cpa, b, f, V q
Im k
, k P Πpa, b, 1q
for every ra, bs Ă p0,8q.
Theorem 2.5. Under the conditions of the previous theorem, if we assume that f is non-negative
(and not identically equal to zero), then hf is not identically equal to zero andż b
a
log σ1f pEqdE ą Cpa, b, V, fq
for every ra, bs. As a corollary, we have σacpHq “ r0,8q.
The result about absolute continuity is sharp in the following sense.
Lemma 2.6. For every p ą 2, there are potentials V that can be written in the form
V “ divQ, }V }ℓppZ`q,L8 ă 8, }Q}ℓppZ`q,L8 ă 8, p ą 2
and σacpHq “ H.
The plan of the first part is as follows. We start with proving sharpness, lemma 2.6. The next
section will contain some auxiliary results. In section 4, we study properties of linear and bilinear
operators used later in the text. Section 5 contains the proofs of theorems 2.1–2.5. The harmonic
majorant for A8pσ, y, kq is found in the last section.
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2.2. Sharpness of ℓ2 condition.
Proof. (of lemma 2.6). Consider
V pxq def“ divQ, Q def“ qp|x|q|x| px1, x2, x3q ,
where
(2.4) qprq def“
8ÿ
n“2
anφpr ´ n!q ,
an
def“ n´γ , γ P p0, 1
2
q and φ is smooth function (a “bump”) supported on r´1, 1swhich is not identically
zero. Differentiation gives
V pxq “ q1prq ` 2qprq
r
, r
def“ |x| .
Clearly, V satisfies conditions of lemma 2.6.
By the theorem 7 from [6] and Relative Trace-class Perturbation Theorem (theorem 8.8, [47]), we
know that σacp´∆ ` V q “ σacpH1q where H1 “ ´∆ ` V, x P R3zB1p0q with Dirichlet boundary
condition on S2. Since V is radially symmetric, H1 is unitarily equivalent to
´ d
2
dr2
´ B
r2
` V prq
defined on L2pr1,8q, L2pS2qq with Dirichlet boundary condition at r “ 1. The symbol B denotes
Laplace-Beltrami operator on L2pS2q. Thus, in the orthogonal basis of spherical harmonics, H is a
direct orthogonal sum of one-dimensional operators tLnu (counting multiplicity)
Ln
def“ ´ d
2
dr2
` λn
r2
` q1prq ` 2qprq
r
, n P N
with Dirichlet boundary conditions at r “ 1, where tλnu are eigenvalues of B. In [25], theorem 1.6,
the following potential q1 was considered
q1pxq “
ÿ
j“1
ajW px´ xjq ,
where W is non-negative, supported on r´1, 1s and limjÑ8 aj “ 0, limjÑ8 xj{xj`1 “ 0. Then, it was
proved that
ř8
j“1 a
2
j “ 8 implies σacp´d2{dx2 ` q1q “ H for every boundary condition at zero. The
proof of this result, however, extends to sign-indefinite potentials without efforts and this gives
σacp´d2{dr2 ` q1q “ H ,
where q is defined in (2.4) and the Dirichlet condition at r “ 1 is assumed. For the perturbation in
Ln, we have
λn
r2
` 2qprq
r
P L1r1,8q ,
which makes it a relative trace-class perturbation that leaves the absolutely continuous spectrum
intact. To summarize, we have σacpLnq “ H for all n and so the absolutely continuous spectra of H1
and H are empty.

2.3. Basic estimates for Green’s function. In this section, we will be mostly interested in the
general properties of the Green’s kernel for bounded potential. First, we need to make sure that this
kernel exists. To do that, we start with lemma.
Lemma 2.7. If V P L8pR3q and z R σpHq Y r0,8q, then Rzf P H2pR3q for every f P L2pR3q.
Proof. Before proceeding with the proof, we recall two main identities from the Perturbation Theory:
Rz “ R0z ´RzV R0z “ R0z ´R0zV Rz, z R σpHq Y σpH0q,
where V “ H ´H0, and
Rz “ Rz0 ` pz ´ z0qRzRz0 , z, z0 R σpHq .
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We will be using them multiple times in this paper. To prove lemma, we write Rzf “ R0zf ´R0zV Rzf
and notice that Rz maps L
2pR3q to itself, R0z maps L2pR3q to H2pR3q. Since V is a multiplier in
L2pR3q, we have the required property. 
Since H2pR3q is continuously embedded into L8pR3q, Corollary 2.14 from [5] can be applied to get
representation
Rzfpxq “
ż
R3
Gpx, y, zqfpyqdy, sup
xPR3
ż
R3
|Gpx, y, zq|2dy ă 8
for all z R σpHqYr0,8q. In the case when }V } ă 8, we get r0,8q Ď σpHq, so it is sufficient to require
only z R σpHq.
We continue with simple and well-known symmetry result.
Lemma 2.8. If V P L8pR3q, then Gpx, y, zq “ Gpy, x, zq for each z R σp´∆` V q.
Proof. The perturbation series for the resolvent
Gpx, y, k2q “ G0px, y, k2q ´
ż
R3
G0px, ξ1, k2qV pξ1qG0pξ1, y, k2qdξ1 ` . . .
converges absolutely if Im k ą L where L is large enough. This implies Gpx, y, zq “ Gpy, x, zq for
these k. However, both of these functions are analytic in CzσpHq so the identity can be extended to
the domain of analyticity. 
Lemma 2.9. If V P L8pR3q, then Gpx, y, zq “ Gpx, y, zq if z R σpHq. Then, Apx, y,´kq “ Apx, y, kq
if k P Σ.
Proof. Since
`pH ´ zq´1˘˚ “ pH ´ zq´1, the previous lemma gives
Gpx, y, zq “ Gpx, y, zq .
The identity for A now follows from its definition. 
Lemma 2.10. Suppose V satisfies (2.1). Take y P R3 and consider
Qryspxq def“ Qpx´ yq, Vryspxq def“ divxQryspxq .
Then,
}Vrys}ℓ2pZ`q,L8 . 1` |y|, }Qrys}ℓ2pZ`q,L8 . 1` |y| .
Proof. We trivially have
sup
n1ă|x|ăn2
|Qpxq| 6
n2´1ÿ
j“n1
sup
jă|x|ăj`1
|Qpxq| .
Since
sup
nă|x|ăn`1
|Qryspxq| ď sup
maxp0,n´rys´1qă|x|ăn`rys`1
|Qpxq| ,
we get the statement of the lemma from triangle inequality in ℓ2. The estimates for V can be obtained
similarly. 
We will need to truncate potentials in the following ways. Given ρ ą 1, consider smooth αρpxq, x P
r0,8q such that 0 ď αρ ď 1 for all x, αρ “ 1 on r0, ρs, αρ “ 0 for x ą ρ ` 1. Take V that satisfies
(2.1) and define
(2.5) Qpρqpxq def“ αρp|x|qQpxq, Vpρq def“ divQpρq .
Similarly,
Qpρq def“ Q´Qpρq, V pρq def“ V ´ Vpρq .
Notice that }Vpρq} . }V } and its support is restricted to Bρ`1p0q. For V pρq we have
}V pρq} . }V }, lim
ρÑ8
}V pρq} “ 0 .
Let us consider the corresponding operator by Hpρq “ ´∆` Vpρq, its resolvent Rpρq, and the Green’s
function Gpρqpx, y, zq.
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Lemma 2.11. Assume that V satisfies (2.1). If f P L2pR3q and z R σpHq, then
lim
ρÑ8 }Rpρqzf ´Rzf}2 “ 0 .
Proof. Since limρÑ8 }V pρq}2,2 “ 0, we have σpHpρqq Ñ σpHq in the Hausdorff sense if ρ Ñ 8. This
follows from the general perturbation theory. For every z R σpHq, we can take ρ large enough and
write
Rpρqzf “ Rzf ´RpρqzV pρqRzf .
Since lim supρÑ8 }Rpρqz}2,2 ă 8 and limρÑ8 }V pρqRzf}2 “ 0, we get the statement of the lemma. 
Given f P L2pR3q, we can define the spectral measure σf of f relative to H . Similarly, we introduce
σf pρq. The immediate corollary of the previous lemma is
Lemma 2.12. Assume that V satisfies (2.1). If f P L2pR3q, then
σf pρq Ñ σf , as ρÑ8
in the weak-(˚) sense.
Proof. Indeed, since
xRpρqzf, fy “
ż dσf pρqpλq
λ´ z Ñ xRzf, fy “
ż
dσf pλq
λ´ z
as ρ Ñ 8 for every z P C`, we get the statement of the lemma because continuous function with
compact support can be approximated by its Poisson integral (imaginary part of the Cauchy integral).

Lemma 2.13. If V P L8pR3q, then
sup
x,yPR3
ˇˇˇ
Gpx, y, zq ´G0px, y, zq
ˇˇˇ
ă C1pz, }V }8q
for all z R σpHq Y r0,8q. Moreover, for every a, b, h, we have
(2.6) C1pz, }V }8q ă Cpa, b, hq
ˆ}V }8
Im k
` }V }
2
8
Im2 k
˙
if z “ k2 and k P Πpa, b, hq.
Proof. Write
Gpx, y, zq “ G0px, y, zq ´
ż
R3
Gpx, ξ, zqV pξqG0pξ, y, zqdξ .
Since }G0p¨, y, k2q}2 . pIm kq´1{2 and }Rz}2,2 ă C2pzq, we get
(2.7) }Gp¨, y, zq ´G0p¨, y, zq}2 ď }V }8C2pzq?
Im k
.
Now Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and symmetry of the kernel yieldˇˇˇˇż
R3
Gpx, ξ, zqV pξqG0pξ, y, zqdξ
ˇˇˇˇ
6 }V }8}G0p¨, y, zq}2}Gpx, ¨, zq}2 . }V }8
Im k
´
1` C2pzq}V }8
¯
.
More careful analysis of the constant gives (2.6) because
(2.8) C2pzq 6 Cpa, b, hq
Im k
if k P Πpa, b, hq. 
The previous proof immediately yields the following lemma.
Lemma 2.14. Assume that V satisfies (2.1). If z R σpHq, then
lim
ρÑ8 supx,yPR3
|Gpρqpx, y, zq ´Gpx, y, zq| “ 0,
(2.9) lim
ρÑ8
}Gpρqpx, y, zq ´Gpx, y, zq}H2pr1ă|x´y|ăr2q “ 0
for all r1p2q : 0 ă r1 ă r2.
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Proof. Fix z R σpHq. We can take ρ large enough to have z R σpHpρqq. The second resolvent identity
gives
Gpρqpx, y, zq ´Gpx, y, zq “
ż
R3
Gpρqpx, ξ, zqV pρqpξqGpξ, y, zqdξ .
Now, Cauchy-Schwarz inequality along with (2.7) provide
|Gpρqpx, y, zq ´Gpx, y, zq| 6 }V pρq}8}Gpρqpx, ¨, zq}2}Gp¨, y, zq}2 ă Cpz, }V }8q}V pρq}8 .
Since }V pρq}8 Ñ 0, we have the first statement of the lemma.
To prove (2.9), denote upxq def“ Gpx, y, zq, upρqpxq def“ Gpρqpx, y, zq and write
´∆u` V u “ zu, ´∆upρq ` Vpρqupρq “ zupρq
for x : |x´ y| ą 0. Taking δu “ u´ upρq, we have
´∆pδuq ` V δu “ zδu` pVpρq ´ V qupρq .
Since limρÑ8 }δu}L8pr1ă|x´y|ăr2q “ 0 uniformly, we have limρÑ8 }∆pδuq}L8pr1ă|x´y|ăr2q “ 0 uni-
formly. The Interior Regularity Theorem for elliptic equations ([17], p. 309) then implies (2.9). 
Lemma 2.15. If V P L8pR3q then
(2.10)
1
r2
ż
|x|“r
|Gpx, 0, zq|2dσx . p1` |z| ` }V }8q
2
r2
ż
r´1ă|x|ăr`1
|Gpx, 0, zq|2dx
and
(2.11)
1
r2
ż
|x|“r
|BrGpx, 0, zq|2dσx . p1 ` |z| ` }V }8q
2
r2
ż
r´1ă|x|ăr`1
|Gpx, 0, zq|2dx
uniformly in r ą 2 and z R σpHq.
Proof. Indeed, we notice that for each ball Bρpξq that does not contain 0 we have
}∆Gp¨, 0, zq}L2pBρpξqq 6 p|z| ` }V }8q}Gp¨, 0, zq}L2pBρpξqq
as follows from the equation
(2.12) ´∆xGpx, 0, zq ` V pxqGpx, 0, zq “ zGpx, 0, zq, x ‰ 0 .
Now, it is sufficient to consider balls tB0.9pxjq, j “ 1, . . . , Nu such that |xj | “ r and Srp0q Ă
YjB0.9pxjq. We can take N „ r2. In each ball B1pxjq, Gpx, 0, zq solves an elliptic equation
∆Gpx, 0, zq “ pV ´ zqGpx, 0, zq .
Therefore, by Interior Regularity Theorem, we have
}Gpx, 0, zq}H2pB0.9pxjqq . p1` |z| ` }V }8q}Gpx, 0, zq}L2pB1pxjqq .
Then, we can use the theorem about restricting the H1pBjq functions to hypersurfaces (in L2pBj X
Srp0qq norm in our case, see [17], p.258) to writeż
|x|“r
|Gpx, 0, zq|2dσx 6
ÿ
j
ż
SrXB0.9pxjq
|Gpx, 0, zq|2dσx .
ÿ
j
}Gpx, 0, zq}2
H2pB0.9pxjqq .
p1` |z| ` }V }8q2
ÿ
j
}Gpx, 0, zq}2L2pB1pxjqq . p1` |z| ` }V }8q2
ż
r´1ă|x|ăr`1
|Gpx, 0, zq|2dx .
Since }∇G}H1pB0.9pxjqq . }G}H2pB0.9pxjqq, we can write analogous bounds for ∇G. This will give
(2.11). 
As a corollary we immediately have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.16. If V P L8pR3q and k P Πpa, b, hq, then
(2.13)
1
r2
ż
|x|“r
|Gpx, 0, k2q|2dσx 6 Cpa, b, hq p1 ` }V }8q
2
r2
ˆ
1
Im k
` }V }
2
8
pIm kq3
˙
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and
(2.14)
1
r2
ż
|x|“r
|BrGpx, 0, k2q|2dσx 6 Cpa, b, hq p1` }V }8q
2
r2
ˆ
1
Im k
` }V }
2
8
pIm kq3
˙
uniformly in r ą 2.
Proof. The proof follows from the previous lemma, (2.7), and (2.8). 
2.4. Study of auxiliary operators. We start with simple technical observation.
Lemma 2.17. Let talu, l “ 0, . . . , j ´ 1, al > 0 are given and x P R` satisfies
xj 6
j´1ÿ
l“0
alx
l .
Then,
(2.15) x 6 j
j´1ÿ
l“0
a
1{pj´lq
l .
Proof. We have
xj 6
j´1ÿ
l“0
alx
l 6 jmax
l
talxlu, so x 6 j1{j max
l
tpalq1{jxl{ju ,
which implies the lemma. 
We introduce the weight
(2.16) wpxq def“
"
1, |x| ą 1
|x|´2, |x| ă 1
and say that f P L2wpR3q if
}f}2,w def“
ˆż
R3
|f |2wdx
˙1{2
ă 8 .
We will start with three model equations. In all of them, we assume that k P C`.
(2.17) ´∆u1 ´ k2u1 “ e
ik|x|
4π|x|
´
|x|2div
´ f1
|x|
¯¯
,
where f1 P L2pR3q and the both sides are considered as tempered distributions.
The second one is
(2.18) ´∆u2 ´ k2u2 “ e
ik|x|
4π|x|f2 ,
where f2 P L2wpR3q.
The third one is
(2.19) ´∆u3 ´ k2u3 “ e
ik|x|
4π|x|
´
|x|V f3
¯
and }V }ℓ2pZ`q,L8 ă 8, f3 P L2pR3q.
In each case, the solutions u1p2,3q will be understood by applying p´∆ ´ k2q´1 to the right hand
side. We can write
eik|x|
|x|
´
|x|2div
´ f1
|x|
¯¯
“ eik|x|div f1 ´ eik|x| x|x|2 f1
and
(2.20)
u1 “
ż
R3
eik|x´y|
4π|x´ y|e
ik|y|div f1dy´
ż
|y|ăr1{2
eik|x´y|
4π|x´ y|e
ik|y| y
|y|2 f1dy´
ż
|y|ąr1{2
eik|x´y|
4π|x´ y|e
ik|y| y
|y|2 f1dy .
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The first integral is understood as convergent integral if we write it as
(2.21) ´
ż
R3
eik|x´y|
4π|x´ y| p∇ye
ik|y|qf1dy ´
ż
R3
∇y
ˆ
eik|x´y|
4π|x´ y|
˙
eik|y|f1dy .
The second integral in (2.20) converges absolutely since f1 P L2pR3q. It represents a smooth function
in x P tx : r1 ă |x| ă r2u. Thus, u1 P H1pr1 ă |x| ă r2q for any 0 ă r1 ă r2. The theorem about
restriction to hypersurfaces implies that u1prσq P L2pS2q for every r ą 0. Here, we have written x “
rσ, σ P S2 in spherical coordinates. The formulas (2.20) and (2.21) show that if limnÑ8 }f pnq1 ´f1}2 “ 0
and f
pnq
1 P C8c pR3q, then }upnq1 ´ u1}H1pr1ă|x|ăr2q Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. This observation makes it possible
to always assume that f1 P C8c pR3q when obtaining the estimates for u1 in H1pr1 ă |x| ă r2q, the
space we will be interested in later on. Then, equation (2.17) is understood in the classical sense. The
same reasoning can be applied to u2p3q.
We introduce
µ1p2,3q
def“ u1p2,3q
G0px, 0, k2q “ p4πq|x|e
´ik|x|u1p2,3q .
Then,
(2.22) ´∆µ1 ´ 2
ˆ
ik ´ 1
4π|x|
˙
Brµ1 “ |x|2div
´ f1
|x|
¯
, x ‰ 0 ,
(2.23) ´∆µ2 ´ 2
ˆ
ik ´ 1
4π|x|
˙
Brµ2 “ f2, x ‰ 0 ,
(2.24) ´∆µ3 ´ 2
ˆ
ik ´ 1
4π|x|
˙
Brµ3 “ |x|V f3, x ‰ 0 .
Having explicit expression for p´∆´ k2q´1, we can write representations
(2.25) µ1 “ Bp1qr pf1q “ r
ż
R3
ˆ
eikp´r`|rσ´y|`|y|
4π|rσ ´ y||y|
˙´
|y|2div
´ f1
|y|
¯¯
dy ,
(2.26) µ2 “ Bp2qr pf2q “ r
ż
R3
ˆ
eikp´r`|rσ´y|`|y|
4π|rσ ´ y||y|
˙
f2pyqdy ,
(2.27) µ3 “ Bp3qr pV, f3q “ r
ż
R3
ˆ
eikp´r`|rσ´y|`|y|
4π|rσ ´ y||y|
˙
|y|f3pyqV pyqdy ,
thus defining operators B
pjq
r , j “ 1, 2, 3. In the definition of Bp1qr , we can again integrate by parts to
get convergent integral or assume that f1 P C8c pR3q.
We also need to define the fourth operator
Bp4qr pf4q “ r
ż
R3
ˆ
eikp´r`|rσ´y|`|y|
4π|rσ ´ y||y|
˙
|y|div f4dy ,
where f4 P L2wpR3q. Notice that
Bp1qr pf1q “ Bp4qr pf1q ´Bp2qr
ˆ
f1 ¨ y|y|
˙
or
(2.28) Bp4qr pf1q “ Bp1qr pf1q `Bp2qr
ˆ
f1 ¨ y|y|
˙
.
Similarly to B
p1q
r , integration by parts defines convergent integral
(2.29) Bp4qr pf4q “ ´r
ż
R3
∇y
ˆ
eikp´r`|rσ´y|`|y|
4π|rσ ´ y|
˙
f4dy
and this is how we will understand B
p4q
r for f4 P L2wpR3q.
The following lemma will be important later in the text.
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Lemma 2.18. For every k P C`, we have
(2.30) sup
rą0
}µ1pr, σq}L2pS2q .
ˆ
1
|k|2 `
1
pIm kq2 `
|k|
pIm kq3{2 `
|k|
pIm kq2 `
1
Im k
˙1{2
}f1}2 ,
(2.31) sup
rą0
}µ2pr, σq}L2pS2q .
ˆ
1
|k|2 `
1
|k|2pIm kq2 `
1
|k|pIm kq1{2 `
1
|k|pIm kq2
˙1{2
}f2}L2w ,
(2.32)
sup
rą0
}µ3pr, σq}L2pS2q .
ˆ
1
|k|2 `
1
|k|2pIm kq2 `
1
|k|pIm kq1{2 `
1
|k|pIm kq2
˙1{2
}V }ℓ2pZ`q,L8}f3}2 .
Proof. We will give all detail for the first estimate. The others can be proved similarly. One way to
obtain the estimates of this type is to go on the Fourier side in σ in formula (2.25) and control the
convergence of the resulting integral in |y|. However, it is more instructive to proceed differently. By
the standard approximation argument, it is enough to assume that f1 is smooth and is supported on
annulus tx : a1 ă |x| ă a2, a1 ą 0u and }f1}2 “ 1. Having made these assumptions, we immediately
obtain
(2.33) lim
xÑ0
µ1 “ 0, ∇µ1 P L8pBa1{2p0qq, µ1 P L8pR3q, lim|x|Ñ8∇µ1 “ 0 .
Consider the following five quantities: m,m1,M,xM,A.
mprq def“ r´2
ż
|x|“r
|µ1|2dσx, m1prq def“ r´2
ż
|x|“r
|Brµ1|2dσx ,
and
M
def“ sup
rą0
ż r`1
r
mpρqdρ, xM def“ sup
rą0
mprq, A def“
ż
R3
|∇µ1|2
|x|2 dx .
From (2.33), we get
(2.34) lim
rÑ0
m “ 0, m1prq P L8p0, a1{2q .
Notice that
sup
rą0
}µ1pr, σq}L2pS2q “
axM
and our goal is to estimate xM . Consider (2.22), multiply both sides by µ1{|x|2 and integrate over the
annulus tx : r1 ă |x| ă r2u where r1 ą 0.
(2.35) ´
ż
r1ărăr2
∆µ1µ¯1
|x|2 dx ´ 2
ż
r1ărăr2
ˆ
ik ´ 1|x|
˙
µ¯1Brµ1
|x|2 dx “
ż
r1ărăr2
div
´ f1
|x|
¯
µ¯1dx .
Let r1 ă a1. Then, integrating by parts in the last integral givesż
r1ărăr2
div
´ f1
|x|
¯
µ¯1dx “ ´
ż
r1ărăr2
f1∇µ¯1
|x| dx`
ż
|x|“r2
f1µ¯1
|x| ndσx
and n is a normal vector at x. Integrate by parts in the first integral in (2.35), to get
(2.36) ´
ż
r1ărăr2
∆µ1µ¯1
|x|2 dx “
ż
r1ărăr2
|∇µ1|2
|x|2 dx´ 2
ż
r1ărăr2
µ¯1Brµ1
|x|3 dx´ I2 ` I1 ,
where
I2 “ r´22
ż
r“r2
µ¯1Brµ1dσx, I1 “ r´21
ż
r“r1
µ¯1Brµ1dσx .
Notice that the second term in the right hand side of (2.36) will cancel the same term in the second
integral in (2.35). We get
(2.37)
ż
r1ărăr2
|∇µ1|2
|x|2 dx´2ik
ż
r1ărăr2
µ¯1Brµ1
|x|2 dx “ I2´I1´
ż
r1ărăr2
f1∇µ¯1
|x| dx`
ż
|x|“r2
f1µ¯1
|x| ndσx .
Divide this formula by ´ik and take the real part of both sides. Making use of the identityż
r1ărăr2
µ¯1Brµ1 ` µ1Brµ¯1
|x|2 dx “ mpr2q ´mpr1q,
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we get
Im k
|k|2
ż
r1ărăr2
|∇µ1|2
|x|2 dx `mpr2q ď mpr1q `
|I2| ` |I1|
|k|
(2.38) ` 1|k|
ˇˇˇˇż
r1ărăr2
f1∇µ¯1
|x| dx
ˇˇˇˇ
` 1|k|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x|“r2
f1µ¯1
|x| ndσx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
This bound will play the crucial role. We start by estimating A. For that purpose, we send r1 Ñ 0
and r2 Ñ 8. Since µ1 P L8pR3q and lim|x|Ñ8 µ11pxq “ 0, we get limr2Ñ8 I2 “ 0. Applying Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality to I1 we get
|I1| 6
´
mpr1qm1pr1q
¯1{2
.
The bounds (2.34) give limr1Ñ0 I1 “ 0. For the last term in (2.38), we get
lim
r2Ñ8
ż
|x|“r2
f1µ¯1
|x| ndσx “ 0
because f1 is compactly supported. Dropping the nonnegative term limr2Ñ8mpr2q and applying
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality along with }f1}2 “ 1 toˇˇˇˇż
r1ărăr2
f1∇µ¯1
|x| dx
ˇˇˇˇ
6 }f1}2
?
A “
?
A
give us
(2.39)
Im k
|k|2 A .
1
|k|
?
A, A .
|k|2
pIm kq2 .
Consider (2.38) again. Drop the first term, send r1 Ñ 0, and average in r2 over pr, r ` 1q. This givesż r`1
r
mpr2qdr2 . 1|k|
ż r`1
r
|I2|dr2 ` 1|k|
ż r`1
r
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x|ăr2
f1∇µ1
|x| dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ dr2 `
1
|k|
ż r`1
r
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x|“r2
f1µ1
|x| ndσx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ dr2 .
We use ż r`1
r
|I2|dr 6
ż r`1
r
a
mpr2qm1pr2qdr2 6
ˆż r`1
r
mpr2qdr2
ż r`1
r
m1pr2qdr2
˙1{2
6ˆ
M
ż 8
0
m1pr2qdr2
˙1{2
6
?
MA
and ż r`1
r
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|x|“r2
f1µ¯1
|x| ndσx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ dr2 6
˜ż
ră|x|ăr`1
|f1|2dx
¸1{2 ˆż r`1
r
mpr2qdr2
˙1{2
6
?
M
to write ż r`1
r
mpr2qdr2 6
?
AM `?A`?M
|k| .
Taking supremum of both sides over r P p0,8q gives an estimate on M
(2.40) M 6
1
|k|
´?
A`
?
M `
?
AM
¯
.
Substituting the bound (2.39) gives
M .
1
|k|2 `
1
pIm kq2 `
1
Im k
.
We are left with estimating xM . Recall that
mprq “
ż
S2
|µ1pr, σq|2dσx .
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Differentiation in r gives
|m1prq| 6 2
ż
S2
|µ1pr, σqBrµ1pr, σq|dσx .
a
mprqm1prq,
ż r`1
r
|m1|dr2 .
?
M
?
A .
Writing for every r ą 0
mprq “ mpρq `
ż ρ
r
m1ptqdt, mprq 6
ż r`1
r
mpρqdρ`
ż r`1
r
ż ρ
r
|m1ptq|dtdρ .M `
?
AM
and taking supremum in r of both sides, gives
(2.41) xM .M `?AM .
This yields (2.30). The estimates (2.31) and (2.32) can be obtained in a similar manner. For reader’s
convenience, we state the estimates for A,M, xM .
(1). For µ2, we bound ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
r1ă|x|ăr2
f2µ2
|x|2 dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . }f}2,w?M “ ?M
by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This gives.
A .
|k|
Im k
?
M, M .
?
M `?AM
|k| .
Solving these inequalities (using, e.g., lemma 2.17) gives
A .
1
Im k
ˆ
1` 1
Im k
˙
, M .
1
|k|2
ˆ
1` 1
Im2 k
˙
and (2.41) implies (2.31).
(2). For µ3, the estimates are identical to those for µ2. In fact, forż
r1ă|x|ăr2
V f3µ3
|x| dx
we write ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
r1ă|x|ăr2
V f3µ3
|x|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 6 }f3}2
˜ż r2
r1
p sup
|x|“r
|V pxq|q2mprqdr
¸1{2
.
?
M}V }ℓ2pZ`q,L8
and the rest follows. 
Remark. Notice that the estimates for M are better than for xM . In fact, we can summarize them
as
(2.42) sup
rą0
ż r`1
r
}µ1pρ, σq}2L2pS2qdρ .
ˆ
1
|k|2 `
1
pIm kq2 `
1
Im k
˙
}f1}22 ,
(2.43) sup
rą0
ż r`1
r
}µ2pρ, σq}2L2pS2qdρ .
ˆ
1
|k|2 `
1
|k|2pIm kq2
˙
}f2}2L2w ,
(2.44) sup
rą0
ż r`1
r
}µ3pρ, σq}2L2pS2qdρ .
ˆ
1
|k|2 `
1
|k|2pIm kq2
˙
}V }2ℓ2,L8}f3}22 .
After taking account of (2.28), these lemmas and remark immediately imply the following theorem.
Theorem 2.19. For every k P C`, the operators Bpjqr are linear bounded operators from the corre-
sponding Banach spaces to L2pS2q and
(2.45) sup
rą0
}Bp1qr pfq}L2pS2q 6 C1pkq}f}2, sup
rą0
ˆż r`1
r
}Bp1qρ pfq}2L2pS2qdρ
˙1{2
6 C 11pkq}f}2 ,
(2.46) sup
rą0
}Bp2qr pfq}L2pS2q 6 C2pkq}f}2,w, sup
rą0
ˆż r`1
r
}Bp1qρ pfq}2L2pS2qdρ
˙1{2
6 C 12pkq}f}2,w ,
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(2.47)
sup
rą0
}Bp3qr pf, V q}L2pS2q 6 C3pkq}f}2}V }ℓ2,L8 , sup
rą0
ˆż r`1
r
}Bp3qρ pfq}2L2pS2qdρ
˙1{2
6 C 13pkq}f}2}V }ℓ2,L8 ,
(2.48)
sup
rą0
}Bp4qr pfq}L2pS2q 6 pC1pkq`C2pkqq}f}2,w, sup
rą0
ˆż r`1
r
}Bp4qρ pfq}2L2pS2qdρ
˙1{2
6 pC 11pkq`C 12pkqq}f}2,w .
and the estimates on C1p2,3q can be obtained from (2.30), (2.31), (2.32) (C 11p2,3q from (2.42), (2.43),
(2.44) by taking the square root).
Having taken f as a function with compact support in the last theorem, we can send r Ñ8 in the
formula for each B
pjq
r to get the limiting operators when rÑ8
Bp1qr pfq Ñ Bp1q8 pfq “ ´p4πq´1
ż
R3
ˆ py
|y| ` ikppy ´ σq
˙
eik|y|p1´xσ,pyyqfdy ,(2.49)
Bp2qr pfq Ñ Bp2q8 pfq “ p4πq´1
ż
R3
eik|y|p1´xσ,pyyq
|y| fdy ,
Bp3qr pfq Ñ Bp3q8 pfq “ p4πq´1
ż
R3
eik|y|p1´xσ,pyyqV fdy ,
Bp4qr pfq Ñ Bp4q8 pfq “ ´p4πq´1ik
ż
R3
ppy ´ σqeik|y|p1´xσ,pyyqfdy
and this convergence is uniform in σ P S2. Moreover, to estimate the limiting operators, we can use
the bounds from the remark above. Thus,
(2.50) }Bpjq8 pfq}2 . C 1jpkq}f}2, j “ 1, . . . , 4 ,
if we keep assumption that f is compactly supported.
If the condition on the support of f is dropped, the integrals in the right hand sides of (2.49) do not
have to converge absolutely for given σ. However, being defined on the set of smooth functions with
compact support, which is dense set in L2pR3q, these operators are bounded from the corresponding
spaces to L2pS2q as follows from (2.50). Thus (2.50) hold for all f P L2pR3q.
We will also need the following standard result on so-called “strong convergence”:
Lemma 2.20. For each j “ 1, . . . , 4 and k P C`, we have
lim
rÑ8
}Bpjqr pfq ´Bpjq8 pfq}L2pS2q “ 0 ,
where f is taken from the corresponding spaces, i.e., f P L2pR3q for j “ 1, 3 and f P L2wpR3q for
j “ 2, 4.
Proof. We will prove lemma for j “ 1, the other cases are similar. Given any ǫ ą 0, we take R2 so
large that }fχ|x|ąR2}2 ď pC1q´1ǫ{3. Having fixed this R2, we notice that Bp1qr pfχ|x|ăR2q converges to
B
p1q
8 pfχ|x|ăR2q uniformly on S2 as rÑ8. For the tails, we have
}Bp1qr pfχ|x|ąR2q}2 ă ǫ{3, }Bp1q8 pfχ|x|ąR2q}2 ă ǫ{3
and the first bound holds uniformly in r. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
2.5. The proofs of main results. Consider u that solves
(2.51) ´∆u` V u “ k2u` f ,
where V P L8pR3q, k P Σ and
‚ either }f}2 ď 1, supppfq Ă BRp0q , where R “ Rf is not fixed and can depend on f .
‚ or f “ δ0 in which case u “ Gpx, 0, k2q. We can let R “ 0 in that case.
To control the asymptotics of upx, kq for large x we will employ the strategy used in the previous
section already.
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Define
(2.52) µ
def“ 4π|x|e´ik|x|u .
We have the following integral equation for µ:
(2.53) µpx, kq “ µ0px, kq ´
ż |x|eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y||y| V µpy, kqdy ,
where
µ0px, kq “
"
1, if f “ δ0,
4π|x|e´ik|x|R0zf, if f P L2pR3q .
This µ solves
(2.54) ´∆µ´ 2
ˆ
ik ´ 1|x|
˙
µr ` V µ “ 0, |x| ą Rf .
As before, for each r ą Rf , we introduce
mprq def“ r´2
ż
|x|“r
|µ|2dσx, m1prq def“ r´2
ż
|x|“r
|µr|2dσx ,
and
Mprq def“ sup
răρ
ż ρ`1
ρ
mptqdt, xMprq def“ sup
răρ
mpρq, Aprq def“
ż
|x|ąr
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx .
Clearly m and m1 are always finite since u P H2pBcR`ǫq for any ǫ ą 0 and M,xM,A might be infinite.
In the next lemma, we will estimate A.
Lemma 2.21. Suppose V is compactly supported and k P Σ. Then,
(2.55) Aprq “
ż
ră|x|
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx ď ´
ż
ră|x|
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx`
C|k|2
Im k
´
mprq ` |k|´1
´
mprqm1prqq1{2
¯¯
for every r ą Rf .
Proof. Consider (2.54), multiply by µ¯{|x|2 and integrate over the annulus tx : r1 ă |x| ă r2u where
r1 ą Rf .
(2.56) ´
ż
r1ărăr2
∆µµ¯
|x|2 dx´ 2
ż
r1ărăr2
ˆ
ik ´ 1|x|
˙
µrµ¯
|x|2 dx`
ż
r1ărăr2
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx “ 0 .
Arguing as before, we get
(2.57)
ż
r1ărăr2
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx´ 2ik
ż
r1ărăr2
µrµ¯
|x|2 dx`
ż
r1ărăr2
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx “ I2 ´ I1
with
(2.58) I2 “ r´22
ż
r“r2
µrµ¯dσ, I1 “ r´21
ż
r“r1
µrµ¯dσ
and
(2.59)
Im k
|k|2
ż
r1ărăr2
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx`mpr2q `
Im k
|k|2
ż
r1ărăr2
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx “ mpr1q ´ Re
ˆ
I2 ´ I1
ik
˙
.
We take r1 “ r and use
(2.60) lim
r2Ñ8
∇µ “ 0, µ P L8pBcRq
to establish that
lim
r2Ñ8
I2 “ 0 .´
Indeed, we have
Gpx, y, k2q “ G0px, y, k2q ´
ż
supppV q
G0px, ξ, k2qV pξqGpξ, y, k2qdξ .
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From (2.7), }V pξqGpξ, y, k2q}2 ă 8, and we can take |x| Ñ 8 to establish asymptotics
Gpx, y, k2q “ e
ik|x|
4π|x|
´
e´ikxpx,yy ´
ż
supppV q
e´ikxpx,ξyV pξqGpξ, y, k2qdξ ` op1q¯
for G and analogous statement for the gradient. This gives (2.60)
¯
.
Sending r2 Ñ8 in (2.59) gives us
(2.61)
Im k
|k|2
ż
ră|x|
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx`mp8q `
Im k
|k|2
ż
ră|x|
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx ď mprq ` C|k|
´1 pmprqm1prqq1{2
after applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to I1. 
Assuming positivity of V , we can get rid of the assumption that V is compactly supported as can
be seen from the following Corollary.
Corollary 2.22. Suppose V P L8pR3q and V ě 0. Then,
(2.62)
ż
ră|x|
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx`
ż
ră|x|
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx ď
C|k|2
Im k
´
mprq ` |k|´1 pmprqm1prqq1{2
¯
for every z “ k2 R σpHq Y r0,8q and r ą Rf .
Proof. Consider Vpρq “ V αρp|x|q (see the formula right before (2.5) for the definition of αρ) . Then,
assuming that supppfq Ă BRp0q again and comparing two solutions u and uρ
´∆u` V u “ zu` f, ´∆uρ ` Vpρquρ “ zuρ ` f
we get
lim
ρÑ8
}u´ uρ}L8pKq “ 0, lim
ρÑ8
}∆u´∆uρ}L8pKq “ 0
for every K, a compact in pBRf qc.
´
The proof of that fact is easy but we will present it. Assume
f P L2pR3q. Subtracting two equations, we get
u´ uρ “
ż
R3
Gpρqpx, ξ, zqV pρqudξ .
Cauchy-Schwarz implies
}u´ uρ}L8pR3q 6 sup
x
}Gρpx, ¨, zq}2}V pρqu}2 .
The last factor converges to zero as ρÑ8. For the first one, we can apply (2.7) to get
}Gρpx, ¨, zq}2 . Cpzq}V }8
independently of ρ. Thus, limρÑ8 }u´ uρ}L8pR3q “ 0 . Then, }∆pu´ uρq}L8pKq “ 0 follows from the
equations. The case when f “ δ0 can be handled similarly.
¯
Therefore, limρÑ8 }u ´ uρ}H2pUq “ 0 for every annulus U in BcRp0q. From the definition of µ, µρ,
we obtain }µ´ µρ}H2pUq Ñ 0 and application of the previous lemma yields
(2.63)
ż
ră|x|ăR1
|∇µpρq|2
|x|2 dx`
ż
ră|x|ăR1
Vρ
|µpρq|2
|x|2 dx ď
C|k|2
Im k
´
mpρqprq ` |k|´1
`
mpρqprqm1pρqprq
˘1{2¯
with any R1 ą r. Taking ρÑ 8 first, we get
(2.64)
ż
ră|x|ăR1
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx `
ż
ră|x|ăR1
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx ď
C|k|2
Im k
´
mprq ` |k|´1 pmprqm1prqq1{2
¯
.
Now it is only left to take R1 Ñ8.

Lemma 2.23. If V satisfies (2.1), k P Σ, and r ą Rf , then Aprq,Mprq ă 8 and
Aprq .Mprq}Q}2ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 `
Mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8?
r ` 1 `mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8(2.65)
` |k|
2
Im k
˜
mprq `
a
mprqm1prq
|k|
¸
,
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Mprq . Im k|k|2
´a
AprqMprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 `mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 `
Mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8?
r ` 1
¯
`
mprq `
a
mprqm1prq
|k| `
a
MprqAprq
|k| .(2.66)
For xMprq, we have a bound
(2.67) xMprq .Mprq `aAprqMprq .
Proof. We first consider truncations Vp pRq defined as in (2.5). Given k P ΣpHq, we have k P ΣpHp pRqq
when pR ą pR0 and pR0 is large enough. Our first goal is to prove the estimates (2.65),(2.66), and (2.67)
for Vp pRq with all constants independent of pR. Then, we will take the limit as pRÑ8.
In the calculations below, from the formula (2.68) to (2.76), all functions involved depend on pR
and we suppress this dependence to make reading easier. We notice that }Vp pRq} . }V } and this will
provide the necessary independence of pR. We start by proving (2.65). Consider (2.55). Integration
by parts gives
(2.68)
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
ră|x|
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
ż
ră|x|
|Q|
ˆ |µ||∇µ|
|x|2 `
|µ|2
|x|3
˙
dx` I3, I3 “
ż
|x|“r
|Q| |µ|
2
r2
dσx .
For I3, I3 . mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 . The integral can be estimated we followsż
ră|x|
|Q|
ˆ |µ||∇µ|
|x|2 `
|µ|2
|x|3
˙
dx 6
˜ż
ră|x|
|Q|2|µ|2
|x|2 dx
¸1{2˜ż
ră|x|
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx
¸1{2
`
ż
ră|x|
|Q||µ|2
|x|3 dx .
For the first integral,ż
ră|x|
|Q|2|µ|2
|x|2 dx 6Mprq
8ÿ
n“rrs
sup
nă|x|ăn`1
|Q|2 “Mprq}Q}2ℓ2prrs,8q,L8
and ż
ră|x|
|Q||µ|2
|x|3 dx .Mprq
8ÿ
n“rrs
1
n` 1 supnă|x|ăn`1
|Qpxq| .Mprqpr ` 1q´1{2}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 .
Collecting the estimates, we write
(2.69)ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
ră|x|
V
|µ|2
|x|2 dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8`aAprqMprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8`Mprqpr`1q´1{2}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 .
Substituting into (2.55) and solving inequality for A, we get (2.65).
Consider (2.59) and take r1 “ r. Then, we drop the first term and average in r2 from ρ to ρ ` 1
assuming ρ ą r. We use (2.69) to getż ρ`1
ρ
mpr2qdr2 . mprq ` Im k|k|2
´a
AprqMprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 `
Mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8?
r ` 1 `mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8
¯
`
1
|k|
ż ρ`1
ρ
a
mpr2qm1pr2qdr2 `
a
mprqm1prq
|k| .(2.70)
We apply Cauchy-Schwarz estimate to getż ρ`1
ρ
a
mpr2qm1pr2qdr2 ď
ˆż ρ`1
ρ
mpr2qdr2
˙1{2
A1{2prq ď
a
AprqMprq .
Taking supremum in ρ of both sides in (2.70), we get an estimate
Mprq . Im k|k|2
´a
AprqMprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 `mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 `
Mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8?
r ` 1
¯
`
mprq `
a
mprqm1prq
|k| `
a
MprqAprq
|k| ,(2.71)
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which is (2.66). The proof of (2.67) is identical to (2.41). Notice that it is the support of V being
compact that allows us to say thatMprq ă 8. Thus, we proved (2.65),(2.66), and (2.67) for truncated
potential Vp pRq assuming k P ΣpHq. Let us study the first two estimates. Fixing k P Σ, we can
take rpk, V q so large that inequalities take the following simpler form for all r > rpk, V q because of
limrÑ8 }Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 “ 0.
Aprq .Mprq}Q}2ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 `
Mprq}Q}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8?
r ` 1 `(2.72)
|k|2
Im k
´
mprq ` |k|´1 pmprqm1prqq1{2
¯
,(2.73)
Mprq . mprq `
a
mprqm1prq
|k| `
a
MprqAprq
|k| .(2.74)
Substituting the first estimate into the second gives
(2.75) Mprq .
ˆ
1` 1
Im k
˙˜
mprq `
a
mprqm1prq
|k|
¸
,
(2.76) Aprq . |k|
2
Im k
˜
mprq `
a
mprqm1prq
|k|
¸
,
if r > rpk, V q and rpk, V q is large enough. Now, we will send pRÑ8. To do that, we first notice that
lemma 2.14 implies
limpRÑ8 }µp pRqpx, kq ´ µpx, kq}H2pr1ă|x|ăr2q “ 0
for every r1p2q : Rf ă r1 ă r2 ă 8. Therefore, mp pRqpρq Ñ mpρq,m1p pRqpρq Ñ m1pρq and
(2.77)
ż
r1ă|x|ăr2
|∇µp pRq|2
|x|2 dxÑ
ż
r1ă|x|ăr2
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx .
Taking r ą rpk, V q and sending pRÑ8 in (2.75) and (2.76), we obtain (2.75) and (2.76) for V itself.
This implies that Mprq ă 8 and Aprq ă 8 for all r ą Rf . Then, we can send pR Ñ 8 in (2.65) and
(2.66) and this proves the lemma. 
Now, we are ready to prove the main results of the first part of the paper.
Proof. (of Theorem 2.1) Notice that given y, we can consider Vpyqpxq “ V px´ yq. By lemma 2.10,
}Vpyq}ℓ2pZ`q,L8 . 1` |y| .
Thus, we can assume that y “ 0 without loss of generality.
Take (2.51) with f “ δ0. Having fixed Πpa, b, hq, we examine the estimates (2.65), (2.66), (2.67). By
taking r0pa, b, hq sufficiently large, we can guarantee (2.72) and (2.74) for all k P Πpa, b, hq. Therefore,
(2.75) and (2.76) hold as well and we only need to obtain upper bounds formpr0q andm1pr0q uniformly
over k P Πpa, b, hq. Recall that (check (2.52))
µ “ 4π|x|e´ik|x|Gpx, 0, k2q .
Thus, the lemma 2.16 implies
(2.78) mpr0q ď Cpa, b, h, }V }8q 1
Im k
ˆ
1` }V }
2
8
pIm kq2
˙
and
(2.79) m1pr0q ď Cpa, b, h, }V }8q 1
Im k
ˆ
1` }V }
2
8
pIm kq2
˙
.
Substitution into (2.75), (2.76) gives
Mpr0q . Cpa, b, h, }V }q
Im4 k
, Apr0q . Cpa, b, h, }V }q
Im4 k
and these estimates can be extended to all r ą Rf ` 1 because we can use the estimates from lemma
2.16 for r P rRf ` 1, r0s. Now, (2.67) finishes the proof. 
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Proof. (of Theorem 2.2) We again assume that y “ 0 without any loss of generality. Now, we can
write
(2.80) µpx, kq “ 1´
ż
R3
|x|eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y||y| V µpy, kqdy “ 1´ I0 ´ I1 ,
where
I0 “
ż
|y|ă1
|x|eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y||y| V µpy, kqdy, I1 “
ż
|y|ą1
|x|eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y||y| V µpy, kqdy .
Clearly, we only need to consider the limiting behavior of I1prσq where x “ rσ, σ P S2 and r Ñ 8
since I0 has all required properties. To this end, we write
V µ “ pdivQqµ “ |y|div pQµ|y|´1q ´ |y|Q∇µ|y| `Qµ
y
|y|2
and, after integration by parts in the first term,
(2.81) I1 “ I1,1 ` I1,2 ` I1,3 ` I1,4 ,
where,
I1,1 “ ´|x|
ż
|y|“1
eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y||y| Qpyqµpy, kqndσy ,
I1,2 “ ´|x|
ż
|y|ą1
∇y
ˆ
eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y|
˙
Qpyqµpy, kq|y| dy “ 4πB
p4q
r
ˆ
Q
µ
|y|χ|y|ą1
˙
, psee (2.29)q
I1,3 “ ´|x|
ż
|y|ą1
ˆ
eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y||y|
˙
Qpyq∇yµpy, kqdy “ ´4πBp3qr
ˆ
Q,
∇µ
|y| χ|y|ą1
˙
, psee (2.27)q
I1,4 “ |x|
ż
|y|ą1
ˆ
eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y||y|
˙
|y|Qµ y|y|3dy “ 4πB
p3q
r
ˆ
Q,
µy
|y|3χ|y|ą1
˙
if we denote r “ |x|. The term I1,1 clearly has required asymptotics as r Ñ 8 so we focus on the
other terms. Lemma 2.23 gives
(2.82)
∇µpx, kq
|x| P L
2pBc1p0qq, sup
rą1
1
r2
ż
|x|“r
|µpx, kq|2dσx ă 8
for every k P Σ. Therefore,
Q
µ
|y| P L
2pBc1p0qq,
µy
|y|3 P L
2pBc1p0qq
and lemma 2.20 gives the claimed convergence. The analyticity of the limit follows from the analyticity
of Gpx, y, k2q in k P Σ.

Proof. (of Theorem 2.3) We again assume that y “ 0 and argk P pδ, π´ δq. The proof will proceed in
two steps. Consider (2.65) and (2.66) when |k| is large and argk P pδ, π´ δq. In our case, Rf “ 0. We
send r Ñ 0 so we need bounds for lim suprÑ0mprq and lim suprÑ0m1prq. That will allows us to get
estimates on Mp0q and Ap0q. Then, we will write
(2.83) µpx, kq “ 1´
ż
R3
|x|eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
|x´ y||y| V µpy, kqdy
and will use theorem 2.19. To this end, we first write
µpx, kq “ 1´
ż
R3
|x|eikp|x´y|´|x|q
|x´ y| V Gpy, 0, k
2qdy .
Lemma 2.13 implies
(2.84)ˇˇˇˇż
R3
eikp|x´y|´|x|q
|x´ y| V Gpy, 0, k
2qdy
ˇˇˇˇ
. }V }8
ˇˇˇˇż
R3
e´ Im kp|x´y|´|x|q
|x´ y|
ˆ
e´ Im k|y|
|y| ` Cpk, }V }8q
˙
dy
ˇˇˇˇ
,
where the last expression is bounded when xÑ 0. Thus, limrÑ0mprq “ 1. For the gradient,
∇µ “ ´ x|x|
ż
R3
eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
4π|x´ y||y| V µpy, kqdy ´ |x|∇
ˆż
R3
eikp|x´y|`|y|´|x|q
4π|x´ y||y| V µpy, kqdy
˙
“ J1 ` J2 .
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We have
lim sup
xÑ0
|J1| .
ż
R3
e´2 Im k|y|
|y|2 |V µ|dy . }V }8
ż 8
0
e´2r Im kr´2
ż
Srp0q
|µ|dr . }V }8
ż 8
0
e´2r Im k
a
mprqdr .
Thus, applying Cauchy-Schwarz, we get
lim sup
xÑ0
|J1| .
a
Mp0q}V }8?
Im k
.
For J2, simple upper bounds for the integral (similar to (2.84)) and the identity
lim
|x|Ñ0
|x|
ż
|y|ă1
1
|x´ y|2|y|dy . lim|x|Ñ0 |x|| log |x|| “ 0
imply limxÑ0 J2 “ 0 . That yields
(2.85) lim sup
rÑ0
m1prq . Mp0q}V }
2
8
Im k
.
The bounds (2.65) and (2.66) give
Ap0q 6 Cp}V }qp1`Mp0q ` |k|q, Mp0q 6 Cp}V }qp1`
a
Ap0qMp0q{|k|q
when |k| Ñ 8 and k is in the sector. Then, Mp0q 6 Cp}V }q, Ap0q 6 Cp}V }q|k|.
The next step will be to use these two bounds to control the integral in (2.83) when |k| is large.
We consider the representation (2.80). The estimate on Mp0q immediately gives
lim
|k|Ñ8,argkPpδ,π´δq
lim sup
|x|Ñ8
}I0}L2pS2q “ 0
after applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The same is true for I1,1 in representation (2.81). In the
representations for I1,2, I1,3, and I1,4, we use estimates (2.50) and the bounds for Ap0q and Mp0q to
get
lim sup
rÑ8
I1,2 “ lim sup
rÑ8
}Bp4qr
ˆ
Q
µ
|y|χ|y|ą1
˙
}L2pS2q 6 Cp}V }qC 14pkq}V }M1{2p0q 6
Cp}V }qa|k| ,
lim sup
rÑ8
I1,3 “ lim sup
rÑ8
}Bp3qr
ˆ
Q,
∇µ
|y| χ|y|ą1
˙
}L2pS2q 6 Cp}V }qC 13pkq}V }A1{2p0q 6
Cp}V }qa|k| ,
lim sup
rÑ8
I1,4 “ lim sup
rÑ8
}Bp3qr
ˆ
Q,
µy
|y|3χ|y|ą1
˙
}L2pS2q 6 Cp}V }qC 13pkq}V }M1{2p0q 6
Cp}V }q
|k| ,
since C 13pkq . |k|´1, C 14pkq . C 11pkq ` C 12pkq . |k|´1{2 as follows from (2.42), (2.43), and (2.44) upon
taking the square root. That finishes the proof. 
Consider again the truncated potential Vp pRq defined as in (2.5) and the corresponding function
A8p pRqpσ, y, kq “ A8pσ, y, k, V pRq .
We need the following stability lemma.
Lemma 2.24. Consider any K, a compact in R3 and K1, a compact in Σ. If k P Σ,
(2.86) limpRÑ8 }A8p pRqpσ, y, kq ´A8pσ, y, kq}L2pS2q “ 0
and convergence is uniform in y P K and k P K1. The function A8pσ, y, kq is continuous in y and in
k in L2pS2q topology.
Proof. If µp pRqpx, y, kq “ Ap pRqpx, y, kq, we can write
A8p pRqpσ, y, kq “ 1´
ż
R3
eik|ξ|p1´xσ,pξyq
4π|ξ| Vp pRqpξqµp pRqpξ, y, kqdξ “
(2.87) 1´
ż
|ξ|ăρ
eik|ξ|p1´xσ,pξyq
4π|ξ| Vp pRqpξqµp pRqpξ, y, kqdξ ´
ż
|ξ|ąρ
eik|ξ|p1´xσ,pξyq
4π|ξ| Vp pRqpξqµp pRqpξ, y, kqdξ
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with any ρ ą 0. For the third term,
(2.88)
›››››
ż
|ξ|ąρ
eik|ξ|p1´xσ,pξyq
|ξ| Vp pRqpξqµp pRqpξ, y, kqdξ
›››››
L2pS2q
Ñ 0
as ρÑ 8 uniformly in pR, y P K, and k P K1. This follows from the estimates on the operators Bpjq8
obtained in (2.50) and bounds contained in lemma 2.23. The second term in (2.87) converges toż
|ξ|ăρ
eik|ξ|p1´xσ,pξyq
|ξ| V pξqµpξ, y, kqdξ
in the uniform norm in σ for every fixed ρ when pR Ñ 8. This convergence is uniform in y P K and
k P K1. It is now sufficient to notice thatż
|ξ|ăρ
eik|ξ|p1´xσ,pξyq
|ξ| V pξqµpξ, y, kqdξ Ñ
ż
R3
eik|ξ|p1´xσ,pξyq
|ξ| V pξqµpξ, y, kqdξ, ρÑ8 .
This convergence is in L2pS2q and it is uniform in y P K and k P K1. Indeed,
lim
ρÑ8
›››››
ż
|ξ|ąρ
eik|ξ|p1´xσ,pξyq
|ξ| V pξqµpξ, y, kqdξ
›››››
L2pS2q
“ 0
similarly to (2.88). Thus, we first choose ρ large enough to have integrals over |ξ| ą ρ small (uniformly
in pR) and then, with fixed ρ, send pR to infinity. 
At that moment, it is important to make the following remark. When defining A8pσ, y, kq we first
restricted Apx, y, kq to the sphere Srpyq centered at y and then took a limit as r Ñ 8. We introduce
another quantity now
(2.89) apx, y, kq def“ Gpx, y, k
2q
G0px, 0, k2q , k P Σ .
The results on convergence of aprσ, y, kq and stability lemma, similar to lemma 2.24, can be proved
in the similar manner (taking f “ δy in (2.51)). This yields
‚
sup
rą|y|`1
1
r2
ż
Srp0q
|aprσ, y, kq|2dσ 6 Cpa, b, h, V, yq
Im4 k
for all k P Πpa, b, hq.
‚ Moreover,
lim
rÑ8
}aprσ, y, kq ´ a8pσ, y, kq}L2pS2q “ 0
and a8pσ, y, kq is L2pS2q-valued vector-function analytic in k P Σ.
‚ If V pR is truncated potential and a8p pRq is an associated function, then
(2.90) limpRÑ8 }a8p pRqpσ, y, kq ´ a8pσ, y, kq}L2pS2q “ 0 .
These results imply the following lemma.
Lemma 2.25. For every k P Σ,
(2.91) a8pσ, y, kq “ e´ikxσ,yyA8pσ, y, kq .
Proof. In the case, when the potential is compactly supported, this is straightforward so
a8p pRqpσ, y, kq “ e´ikxσ,yyA8p pRqpσ, y, kq .
Now, we only need to send pRÑ8 and use stability lemmas for A and a, i.e., (2.86) and (2.90). 
Proof. (of Theorem 2.4). Recalling the definition of hf and using the previous lemma, we get
hf pσ, kq “
ż
R3
fpyqa8pσ, y, kqdy, hf p pRqpσ, kq “
ż
R3
fpyqa8p pRqpσ, y, kqdy .
The stability lemma implies that
(2.92) limpRÑ8 }hf p pRq ´ hf }L2pS2q “ 0 .
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In ([47], p. 40-42, see also [13], formula (4.2)), it was proved that
(2.93) σ1f pk2, Hp pRqq “ Ck}hf p pRqpσ, kq}2L2pS2q, k ą 0
with an explicit absolute constant C whose actual value is not important for us at that moment.
Consider the following function pp pRqpkq “ }hp pRqf pσ, kq}L2pS2q . It follows from the absorption principle
for short-range potentials [47] that p pR is continuous in k P Πpa, b, hq. It is also subharmonic and
satisfies the following estimate, uniform in pR:
(2.94) pp pRqpkq 6 Cpa, b, h, f, V qIm2 k
as follows from the analyticity of a8 and the main result of theorem 2.1. Now we use the following
argument (see, e.g., [23]). Consider an isosceles triangle Tαpa, bq with the base ra, bs and the two
angles equal α (Figure 1).
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qkq
ξ
a b
Figure 1
Then, since pp pRq is subharmonic,
pp pRqpkq 6
ż
BTα
PTαpa,bqpk, ξqpp pRqpξqd|ξ|
at any interior point k. The behavior of PTα at the corners ξ “ a, b is governed by the following
estimates
|PTαpk, ξq| 6 Cpa1, b1, h1, αqmin
´
|ξ ´ a|pπ´αq{α, |ξ ´ b|pπ´αq{α
¯
uniformly over all k P Πpa1, b1, h1q Ă Tα. These bounds can be obtained by conformal mapping to the
disc. Provided that α is small enough, (2.93) and (2.94) imply inequality
(2.95) pp pRqpkq 6 Cpa1, b1, a, b, f, V q
˜
1`
ż b
a
PC`pk, ξq
b
σ1f pξ2, H pRqdξ
¸
since
PTαpk, ξq ă Cpa1, b1, h1qPC`pk, ξq
uniformly over ξ P ra1, b1s and k P Πpa1, b1, h1q. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and changing
variables, we get ż b
a
PC`pk, ξq
b
σ1f pξ2, H pRqdξ 6
˜ż b2
a2
PC`pk,
?
ηqdσf pη,H pRq
¸1{2
.
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This gives us
pp pRqpkq 6 Cpa1, b1, a, b, f, V q
¨˝
1`
˜ż b2
a2
PC`pk,
?
ηqdσf pη,H pRq
¸1{2‚˛ .
Fixing k P Πpa1, b1, h1q and sending pRÑ8, we can apply lemma 2.12 to the right hand side and (2.92)
to the left hand side to get the statement of the theorem when k P Πpa1, b1, h1q. However, the function
pp pRq is uniformly bounded in the domain k P ra1, b1s ˆ rh1, 1s so we can easily extend the result to
Πpa1, b1, 1q.

Proof. (of theorem 2.5) If f is non-negative then xhfp¨, idq, 1y2L2pS2q ą 0 for d large enough (by theorem
2.3). Thus, xhf , 1y2 is not identically zero in Σ. It is analytic in every Πpa, b, hq and (2.3) holds.
We can map Πpa1, b1, h1q conformally to the unit disc by w “ φpkq, w P D, k P Πpa1, b1, h1q. Then
xhf p¨, φ´1pwqq, 1y2L2pS2q is analytic in D and its absolute value has a harmonic majorant there due to
the bound
|xhf p¨, kq, 1yL2pS2q|2 6 p2pkq
and the estimate (2.3). Therefore, xhfp¨, φ´1pwqq, 1yL2pS2q P H2pDq and it is not identically zero. It
has non-tangential boundary value at a.e. point on T and the following logarithmic integral convergesż
T
log |xhf p¨, φ´1peiθq, 1yL2pS2q|dθ ą ´8 .
Mapping it back to Πpa1, b1, h1q and taking any interior subinterval pa1, b1q Ă pa1, b1q gives an estimateż b2
1
a2
1
log σ1f pη,Hqdη ą Cpa1, b1, V, fq .
This argument is quite standard in the Nevanlinna theory of analytic functions [19].

The existence of harmonic majorant for hf implies in the standard way the existence of the strong
boundary values for hf when Im k Ñ 0. We recall how that can be achieved. Fix pa, bq P p0,8q
and pa1, b1q ( pa, bq. Then rhpwq “ hf pφ´1pwqq belongs to vector-valued Hardy class H2pDq if φ maps
Πpa1, b1, 1q conformally to the unit disc D. This follows immediately from (2.3) because
C1 ` C2
ż b2
a2
PC`pφ´1pzq,
?
ηqdσf pηq
is its harmonic majorant in D. It is known ([35], p. 80, Theorem A, p. 84) that functions in Hardy
space H2pDq with values in Hilbert space (L2pS2q in our case) have strong boundary limit, i.e., there
is rhpeiθq P L2pS2q for a.e. θ P r0, 2πq so that
lim
rÑ1
}rhpreiθq ´ rhpeiθq}L2pS2q “ 0
and }hpzq´rhpeiθq}L2pS2q Ñ 0 as z Ñ eiθ for a.e. θ P r0, 2πq, the limit in z being non-tangential. Notice
that rhpσ, zq can be understood as rhpσ, zq “ řj hjpzqsjpσq , where tsju are spherical harmonics on S2,
}rhpσ, zq}2
L2pSq “
ř
j |rhjpzq|2 and rhjpzq are scalar functions from Hardy space H2pDq. Transplanting
these results back to Πpa1, b1, 1q we get existence of hf pαq for a.e. α P R. Moreover, the non-tangential
limit
lim
kÑα
}hf pkq ´ hf pαq}L2pS2q “ 0
holds for a.e. α P R because a1, b1 are arbitrary.
The lemma 2.9 gives the symmetry
hf p´kq “ hf pkq
and (2.93) yields
(2.96) σ1f pα2, Hq ě C|α|}hpαq}2L2pS2q
for a.e. α.
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2.6. Harmonic majorant for A8pσ, y, kq. The first three theorems we proved had to do with the
function A8pσ, y, kq and its properties as vector-valued function analytic in k. However, we obtained
the harmonic majorant only for hf with f being compactly supported L
2pR3q function. The main
obstacle to finding a majorant for A is that it was defined through the solution to equation
´∆u` V u “ k2u` δy
and we can not make sense of xu, δyy because u is not regular enough if the dimension is higher than
one. However, we can overcome this problem by regularization. Take, e.g., y “ 0 and consider
(2.97) pH2 ´ k4q´1 “ p2k2q´1ppH ´ k2q´1 ´ pH ` k2q´1q .
Notice that in the three-dimensional case Gpx, 0, k2q ´ Gpx, 0,´k2q is continuous in x for all k that
satisfy argk P p0, π{4q provided that V P L8pR3q. This is so because
eik|x|
|x| ´
e´k|x|
|x|
is continuous at x “ 0 and the termsż
R3
eik|x´y|
|x´ y| V pyqGpy, 0, k
2qdy,
ż
R3
e´k|x´y|
|x´ y| V pyqGpy, 0,´k
2qdy
are both continuous at x “ 0 by lemma 2.13. We now define
(2.98) mpkq def“ xpH2 ´ k4q´1δ0, δ0y .
Approximating δ0 with any δ0–generating sequence tfnu, fn P L2pR3q, we obtain
Immpkq “ lim
nÑ8
xpH2 ´ k4q´1fn, fny ą 0
and m is analytic in the sector 0 ă argk ă π{4. By the Nevanlinna representation (see, e.g., [35], p.
141, Theorem B), we have for every k P C`:
(2.99) mpk1{4q “ c1 ` c2k ` 1
π
ż
R
ˆ
1
t´ k ´
t
1` t2
˙
dµptq, c1 P R, c2 > 0
where µ is a positive measure on R that satisfiesż
R
dµ
1` t2 ă 8 .
We can prove the following analog of (2.93).
Lemma 2.26. Assume that V P C8c pR3q. Then,
(2.100) 32π2kµ1pk4q “ }A8pσ, 0, kq}2L2pS2q, k ą 0 ,
where µ is the measure from (2.99).
Proof. Start by taking k in the sector argk P p0, π{4q. Let u “ pH2 ´ k4q´1f , i.e., u solves
p´∆` V ´ k2qp´∆` V ` k2qu “ pH2 ´ k4qu “ f ,
where f is any test function, i.e., f P C8c pR3q. Multiply this equation by u and integrate over BRp0q
with R so large that supppfq Ă BRp0q.
(2.101)
ż
|x|ăR
´
p´∆` V ´ k2qp´∆` V ` k2qu
¯
udx “
ż
R3
fudx .
Now we send k Ñ κ P R` where ´κ2 in not an eigenvalue of H and take imaginary part of both sides.
We can write
(2.102) u “ p2k2q´1ppH ´ k2q´1f ´ pH ` k2q´1fq .
The term pH ` k2q´1f decays exponentially in space variable. For the other term, the absorption
principle and integration by parts give
Im
ż
|x|ăR
´
p´∆` V ´ κ2qp´∆` V ` κ2qu
¯
udx “
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Im
ż
|x|ăR
´
p´∆` V q2 ´ κ4qu
¯
udx “ Im
ż
|x|ăR
´
p´∆` V q2qu
¯
udx “
Im
ż
|x|ăR
´
p´∆` V qu
¯´
p´∆` V qu
¯
dx` Im
ż
|x|“R
´
p∆uqru´ p∆uqur
¯
dσx
The first term is zero, so
(2.103) Im
ż
|x|“R
´
p∆uqru´ p∆uqur
¯
dσx “ πµ1f pκ4q, for a.e. κ,
where µf is the spectral measure of f relative to H
2. The asymptotics of u at infinity is given by
upx, κq “ p2κ2q´1 e
iκ|x|
4π|x|
ˆż
R3
a8pσ, y, κqfpyqdy ` op1q
˙
, |x| Ñ 8, pxÑ σ
as follows from the formula (2.102). Moreover, this asymptotics can be differentiated in x. Notice
that both A8pσ, y, kq and a8pσ, y, kq are continuous in k P Πpa, b, hq. This continuity follows from
the limiting absorption principle. Now, substitute this asymptotics into the previous formula (2.103)
and send RÑ8 to get identity
1
32π2
ż
S2
ˇˇˇˇż
R3
a8pσ, y, κqfpyqdy
ˇˇˇˇ2
dσ “ πκµ1f pκ4q .
Taking f “ fn where tfnu is δ0-generating sequence yields
1
32π2
ż
S2
|A8pσ, 0, κq|2dσ “ κµ1pκ4q
with some absolute constant C. 
Example. In the free case, one has mpkq “ p1` iq{p8πkq, A “ 1.
Having established the formula (2.100), we immediately get the analog of theorem 2.4.
Theorem 2.27. Let V satisfy (2.1) and ra, bs Ă p0,8q, then
(2.104) }A8pσ, y, kq}2L2pS2q 6 Cpa1, b1, a, b, V, yq
˜
1`
ż b4
a4
PC`pk, η1{4qdµypηq
¸
for all intervals pa1, b1q ( pa, bq and all k P Πpa1, b1, 1q. The positive measure µy is related to δy by
(2.98) and (2.99) .
Proof. The proof of this result repeats the proof of theorem 2.4. 
Now that we found the harmonic majorant for A8, we immediately get
‚ improved estimate on the possible growth at the boundary:
(2.105) }A8pσ, y, kq}2L2pS2q 6
Cpa, b, V, yq
Im k
, k P Πpa, b, 1q ,
‚ existence of the strong non-tangential limit A8pσ, y, κq P L2pS2q for a.e.κ P R, i.e.,
(2.106) lim
kÑκ
}A8pσ, y, kq ´A8pσ, y, κq}L2pS2q “ 0
for a.e. κ and the limit is non-tangential. Secondly,
lim
ǫÑ0
ż b
a
}A8pσ, y, κ` iǫqq ´A8pσ, y, κq}2L2pS2qdκ “ 0
for every ra, bs not containing zero.
Analogous results hold for a8pσ, y, kq.
Remark. In (2.2), we defined hfpσ, kq as
hfpσ, kq “
ż
R3
A8pσ, y, kqe´ikxσ,yyfpyqdy
and, by lemma 2.25,
hf pσ, kq “
ż
R3
a8pσ, y, kqfpyqdy, k P Σ .
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Then, we proved that both hf and a8 have non-tangential boundary value in k. However, we didn’t
prove the continuity of A8pσ, y, κq or a8pσ, y, κq in y. Instead, we can show that
(2.107) hf pσ, κq “
ż
R3
a8pσ, y, κqfpyqdy
in the sense of L2pS2, ra, bsq functions. Indeed, the maximal function
Mpaqpy, κq def“ sup
ǫPp0,1q
}a8pσ, y, κ` iǫq}L2pS2q
satisfies
Mpaqpy, κq P L2pa, bq
as follows from the properties of the non-tangential maximal function of the scalar H2pDq. Moreover,
sup
yPK
ż b
a
|Mpaqpy, κq|2dκ ă 8
where K is any compact. Therefore, by the Minkowski inequality and Dominated Convergence The-
orem, we have
lim
nÑ8
››››ż
R3
fpyq
´
a8pσ, y, κ` in´1q ´ a8pσ, y, κq
¯
dy
››››
L2pS2q,ra,bsq
“ 0
and (2.107) follows.
Remark. Studying asymptotical behavior of Aprσ, y, kq for large r and k P Σ is an interesting
problem. For example, the following question is natural: can one improve limrÑ8 }Apy ` rσ, y, kq ´
A8pσ, y, kq}L2pS2q “ 0 to limrÑ8 }Apy` rσ, y, kq´A8pσ, y, kq}LppS2q “ 0 with p ą 2? In [13], this was
answered affirmatively for p “ 8 in the case when
|Q| . p1` |x|q´ 12´δ, |V | . p1` |x|q´ 12´δ
with some δ ą 0.
We conclude the first part with a list of questions:
(1). In (2.96), does equality hold for a.e. k?
(2). Consider the boundary value A8pσ, y, κq, κ P R. Is it continuous in y as a function in L2pS2q?
Is the zero-measure set of κ on which Mpaqpy, κq “ 8 independent of y? We have weak
continuity of A8pσ, y, κq in y, considered as a function in σ and κ. This follows from continuity
of A in y for fixed k P C`.
(3). Does theorem 2.5 hold for any compactly supported f P L2pR3q?
3. Part 2. Elliptic operators in the divergence form: wave equation and wave
operators
3.1. Formulation of main result. In this part, we will be concerned with the following operator
Df “ ´div pp1` V q∇fq, x P R3
We will assume that V satisfies conditions that are a little stronger than those assumed in the first
part:
(3.1) }V }8 ă 1, V “ divQ, Q P C2pRq, }V } def“ max
j“0,1,2
}DjQ}ℓ2pZ`q,L8 ă 8 .
We will also need the following notation
}V }rr,8q def“ max
j“0,1,2
}DjQ}ℓ2prrs,8q,L8 .
Conditions }V }8 ă 1, ∇V P L8pR3q allow us to define D as a positive operator by Kato-Rellich
Theorem [5].
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The plan of this part is as follows. We will first establish the asymptotics of the Green’s function
for D by mimicking the arguments in the first part. This will require only slight modification. Then,
we will consider the wave equation
utt `Du “ 0, upx, 0q “ f`, utpx, 0q “ i
?
Df` ,
where f` is assumed to belong to the domain of
?
D. Recall, that our main result is existence of wave
operators.
Theorem 3.1. If V satisfies (3.1), then the following wave operators exist
W˘p
?
D,
a
H0q def“ s´ limtÑ˘8eit
?
De´it
?
H0
and the limit is understood in the strong sense.
Remark. This implies in the standard way that ranges of W˘ belong to the a.c. subspaces of
D [33]. Moreover, when restricted to those ranges, D is unitarily equivalent to H0 and thus has a.c.
spectrum of infinite multiplicity. We want to mention here that the infinite multiplicity of the a.c.
spectrum for multidimensional Schro¨dinger operator with slowly decaying potential was established
in [26], p. 614, remark 4. The completeness of wave operators, i.e., the statement that ranges of W˘
are equal to Dac, the a.c. subspace of D, is an interesting question which we do not address in this
paper.
The theorem 1.3 about long time behavior of solution to wave equation from the Introduction will
be proved at the very end of this part of the paper after we obtain stationary representation for wave
operators.
Remark. The general problem utt ` Du “ 0 with initial data upx, 0q “ g1, utpx, 0q “ g2 where
g2 P rangep
?
Dq can be reduced to studying eit
?
D since the function u “ eit
?
Df1 ` e´it
?
Df2 solves
the wave equation and the initial conditions are
upx, 0q “ f1 ` f2, utpx, 0q “ i
?
Dpf1 ´ f2q
so, given g1p2q the corresponding f1p2q can be found and the problem solved.
Definition. The following subset of Schwarz class SpR3q will be used later in the text: N is the
set of all functions f P SpR3q such that pf P C8c pR3q and distp0, suppp pfqq ą 0.
Clearly, N is dense in L2pR3q. This subspace will be convenient for us because it has the following
property: if f P N , then ∇f, |∆|αf P N for every α P R.
3.2. Basic properties of wave equation. For the free evolution, we can write the solution exactly.
In fact (see, e.g., [42], theorem 3.6, p. 191 or p. 211), the solution to
utt “ ∆u, upx, 0q “ f1, utpx, 0q “ f2
is given by Kirchhoff’s formula
upx, tq “ BtptMtpf1qq ` tMtpf2q “
A´
tf2pyq ` f1pyq `∇f1pyqpy ´ xq
¯E
Stpxq
.
If we assume that, e.g., f1p2q P SpR3q, then
tMtpf2qpxq “ 1
4πt
˜ż
Pl|x|´t,px
f2pyqdy ` op1q
¸
, tÑ8 ,
where the integral represents the Radon transform Rf2p|x| ´ t, pxq of f2 (see [42], p.201) and Plα,γ “
tξ P R3 : xξ, γy “ α, α P R, γ P S2u denotes the plane over which the function is integrated. Similarly,
BtptMtpf1qpxqq “ ´ 1
4πt
˜ż
Pl|x|´t,px
px ¨∇f1pyqdy ` op1q¸ , tÑ8 .
In particular, if f2 “ i|∆|1{2f1 and f1 “ f where f P N then f1p2q P SpR3q and
(3.2)
´
eit
?
H0f
¯
pxq “ 1
4πt
˜ż
Pl|x|´t,px
´
´px ¨∇fpyq ` i´|∆|1{2f¯pyq¯ dy ` op1q¸ , tÑ8
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uniformly over x. Another way to get this asymptotics is to write up the dispersion relation for wave
equation and apply the method of stationary phase. Since eit
?
H0 preserves L2pR3q norm, we get
(3.3) lim
RÑ8
lim sup
tÑ8
ż
||x|´t|ąR
ˇˇˇ´
eit
?
H0f
¯
pxq
ˇˇˇ2
dx “ 0
for every f P L2pR3q.
Remark. Consider the general problem
utt `Du “ F, upx, 0q “ f1, utpx, 0q “ f2 .
We will need the Duhamel formula (e.g., [44], p.67)
(3.4) u “ cospt
?
Dqf1 ` sinpt
?
Dq?
D
f2 `
ż t
0
sinppt´ τq?Dq?
D
F pτqdτ
later on.
3.3. Auxiliary results. The following key lemma allows to control the long-time behavior of eit
?
A
if the large x asymptotics of the Green’s function Gpx, 0, k2q is known for k away from the spectrum.
Let ra, bs Ă p0,8q be any positive interval. Consider the following contour
Γa,b
def“ γa Y γb Y γ` Y γ´
where γa
def“ tk : Re k “ a, | Im k| ă 1u, γb def“ tk : Re k “ b, | Imk| ă 1u, γ˘ def“ tk : Im k “ ˘1, a ă
Re k ă bu.
Lemma 3.2. If A is self-adjoint non-negative operator defined on the Hilbert space and t ą 0, then
integration over Γa,b counterclockwise gives us
(3.5)
1
2πi
ż
Γa,b
e´itkpA´ k2q´1pnpkqdk “ e´it
?
Aqnp
?
Aq ,
where
(3.6) pnpkq “ pk ´ aqnpk ´ bqn, qnpkq “ ´χpa,bqpkqpnpkq{p2kq
and n P N.
Proof. The proof is immediate if the residue formula is applied in the Spectral Theorem representation.
From the same Spectral Theorem, we have
}pA´ k2q´1} ă Cpa, bqpIm kq´1 ,
if k P γapbq and, since n > 1, the integral converges absolutely in the operator norm, i.e.,ż
Γa,b
›››e´itkpA´ k2q´1pnpkq›››d|k| ă 8 .

Lemma 3.3. If }V }8 ă 1, }∇V }8 ă 8, then
}f}H2pR3q 6 Cp}V }8, }∇V }8q
´
}Df}2 ` }f}2
¯
.
Proof. Indeed,
}Df}2 > }p1` V q∆f}2 ´ }∇V }8}∇f}2 > p1 ´ }V }8q}∆f}2 ´ }∇V }8
a
}∆f}2}f}2 >
p1´ }V }8q}∆f}2 ´ 2}∇V }8pǫ}∆f}2 ` ǫ´1}f}2q ,
where ǫ is an arbitrary positive number. Taking ǫ sufficiently small, we finish the proof. 
Lemma 3.4. Assume V P C1pR3q and lim|x|Ñ8 V “ 0, lim|x|Ñ8∇V “ 0. Suppose αpEq P CpRq and
lim|E|Ñ8 αpEq “ 0. Then, if the functional sequence tψnu satisfies the following conditions
‚ supn }ψn}2 ă 8,
‚ limRÑ8 lim supnÑ8 }ψn}L2pBRp0qq “ 0 (“escape to infinity in L2pR3q norm”),
then
(3.7) lim
nÑ8
}pαpDq ´ αpH0qqψn}2 Ñ 0 .
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Proof. We notice that
(3.8) Rz ´R0z “ ´RzV1R0z, V1 “ V H0 ´∇V ¨∇, z R R.
Therefore, (3.7) holds for αpEq “ pE ´ zq´1, z R R because
‚ supn }R0zψn}2 ă 8,
‚ limRÑ8 lim supnÑ8 }R0zψn}L2pBRp0qq “ 0
and the same holds for ∇R0zψn. The linear span of the following functions#
Nÿ
j“1
cj
zj ´ E , zj R R
+
can approximate any given αpEq in the supremum norm over R (by convolving with Poisson kernel
and discretizing the Riemannian sum). Therefore, by the Spectral Theorem, we have statement of the
lemma. 
Remark. We will often apply this lemma in the case when eit
?
H0f, f P L2pR3q is taken as ψn (the
generalization from n P N to t P R is obvious). The both properties of the sequence will be satisfied
due to properties of free evolutions, i.e., lemma 3.3.
In the next three lemmas, we will study the basic properties of the Green’s function Gpx, y, zq, z R
r0,8q. Its existence can be deduced similarly to lemma 2.7 from, e.g., }Rz}L2pR3q,H2pR3q ă 8,H2pR3q Ď
L8pR3q (see Corollary 2.14, [5]).
Lemma 3.5. Assume }V }8 ă 1, }∇V }8 ă 8 and denote λ0 def“ }V }8 ` }∇V }8. If k P Πpa, b, 1q,
then
(3.9)
sup
yPR3
}Gpx, y, k2q}L2xpR3q 6 Cpa, b, λ0q| Im k|´1, sup
yPR3
}Gpx, y, k2q}H2xpBc1pyqq 6 Cpa, b, λ0q| Im k|´1 .
In general, for k P C`, we have
(3.10) sup
yPR3
}Gpx, y, k2q}L2xpR3q ă 8, sup
yPR3
}Gpx, y, k2q}H2xpBc1pyqq ă 8
and
(3.11) sup
yPR3
}Gpy, x, k2q}L2xpR3q ă 8, sup
yPR3
}Gpy, x, k2q}H2xpBc1pyqq ă 8 .
Proof. Let f : }f}2 ď 1 and u def“ pD´k2q´1f . Then, by the Spectral Theorem, }u}2 6 Cpa, bq| Im k|´1 .
From lemma 3.3, we get }u}H2pR3q 6 Cpa, b, λ0q| Im k|´1. By duality,
sup
yPR3
}Gpx, y, k2q}L2xpR3q “ sup}g}261
|xpD ´ k2q´1δy, gy| “ sup
}g}261
|xpδy, pD ´ k¯2q´1gy| 6(3.12)
}δy}H´2pR3q}pD ´ k2q´1g}H2pR3q 6 Cpa, b, λ0qpIm kq´1
as claimed. For the second inequality, denote vpxq def“ Gpx, y, k2q and consider equation
´
´
p1` V q∆v `∇V∇v
¯
“ k2v, x ‰ y ,
from which we get the statement (e.g., by the Interior Regularity Theorem for elliptic equations). The
proof of (3.10) is identical and to get (3.11) we only need to notice that
(3.13) Gpx, y, z¯q “ Gpy, x, zq
since ppD ´ zq´1q˚ “ pD ´ z¯q´1.

We now state the analog of lemma 2.16 from the first part.
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Lemma 3.6. Assume }V }8 ă 1, }∇V }8 ă 8 and denote λ0 def“ }V }8 ` }∇V }8. If k P Πpa, b, 1q,
then
sup
yPR3,rą|y|`1
r´2
ż
Srp0q
|Gpx, y, k2q|2dσx 6 Cpa, b, λ0q
r2 Im2 k
,
sup
yPR3,rą|y|`1
r´2
ż
Srp0q
|BrGpx, y, k2q|2dσx 6 Cpa, b, λ0q
r2 Im2 k
.
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma after estimating the traces on the hupersurfaces in a way
which was used to prove lemma 2.15 (we now have an estimate somewhat stronger than lemma 2.16
since we didn’t use (2.7)).

If we define Qpρq by (2.5), then the analog of lemma 2.9 holds true.
Lemma 3.7. If V satisfies (3.1), then
(3.14) lim
ρÑ8
}Gpρqpx, y, zq ´Gpx, y, zq}L2xpR3q “ 0
and
(3.15) lim
ρÑ8
}Gpρqpx, y, zq ´Gpx, y, zq}H2ptx:r1ă|x´y|ăr2uq “ 0
for all r1p2q : 0 ă r1 ă r2 and z R r0,8q.
Proof. To prove (3.14), we can argue as in (3.12):
}Gpx, y, k2q ´Gpρqpx, y, k2q}L2xpR3q “ sup}g}261
|xpRk2 ´Rpρqk2qδy, gy| “ sup}g}261
|xpδy, pRk¯2 ´Rpρqk¯2qqgy| .
For the difference of resolvents, we can write
Rz ´Rpρqz “ Rpρqzp´V pρqH0 ´∇V pρq ¨∇qRz
with V pρq “ V ´ Vpρq. Thus,
}pRz ´Rpρqzqg}H2pR3q 6 }Rpρqz}L2pR3q,H2pR3qp}V pρq}8}H0}H2pR3q,L2pR3q `
}∇V pρq}8}∇}H2pR3q,L2pR3qq}Rz}L2pR3q,H2pR3q}g}L2pR3q
and this expression converges to 0 as ρÑ8 because V satisfies (3.1). This gives (3.14). (3.15) follows
after comparing equations satisfied by Green’s kernels and using the Interior Regularity Theorem for
elliptic equations. 
Remark. Property (3.15) allows us to conclude that
(3.16)
lim
ρÑ8
ż
Srp0q
|Gpx, y, k2q ´Gpρqpx, y, k2q|2dσx “ 0, lim
ρÑ8
ż
Srp0q
|BrGpx, y, k2q ´ BrGpρqpx, y, k2q|2dσx “ 0
for all r P p|y|,8q. This follows from the theorem about existence of the traces on the hypersurfaces.
We conclude with discussion of one technical issue. In the next section, we will need to know
the local regularity of ∇xGpx, y, k2q in x around y. To study this problem, notice that we can write
equation Du “ k2u` f, f P L2pR3q in the form
p´∆´ k2qu “ f
1` V `
∇V∇u
1` V ´ k
2 V u
1` V .
Assume that V,∇V, p1` V q´1 P L8pR3q. Then,
Rz “ R0z
´ 1
1` V `
∇V
1` V ∇Rz ´ z
V
1` V Rz
¯
, z “ k2
and
(3.17) Gpx, y, zq “ G
0px, y, zq
1` V pyq ´ z
ż
R3
G0px, ξ, zq V pξq
1` V pξqGpξ, y, zqdξ`ż
R3
G0px, ξ, zq ∇V pξq
1` V pξq∇Gpξ, y, zqdξ ,
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where this identity is understood in the weak sense, i.e., by integrating with test function φpyq P
C8c pR3q. Taking gradient in x of both sides, we get
(3.18) ∇G “ f1 ` f2 `Bap∇Gq ,
where operator Ba is defined as
Baf “
ż
R3
∇xG
0px, ξ, zq ∇V pξq
1` V pξqfpξqdξ
and
f1 “ ∇G
0px, y, zq
1` V pyq , f2 “ ´z∇
ż
R3
G0px, ξ, zq V pξq
1` V pξqGpξ, y, zqdξ .
For every z R r0,8q, we have f1 P L1pR3q and f2 P L2pR3q by lemma 3.5. Now, consider Ba and notice
that it is a contraction in L1pR3q and in L2pR3q for k “ id where d is positive and large. Indeed, it
follows from ››››∇e´d|x||x|
››››
L1pR3q
. d´1 .
Therefore, the equation (3.18) has a unique solution and ∇G P L1 `L2. To show that this is true for
all z R r0,8q, we write the first resolvent identity
Rz “ Rz0 ` pz ´ z0qRz0Rz ,
where z0 “ ´d2. This gives
Gpx, y, zq “ Gpx, y, z0q ` pz ´ z0q
ż
R3
Gpx, ξ, z0qGpξ, y, zqdξ .
By (3.9) and }Rz0}L2pR3q,H2pR3q ă Cpz0q, we get
∇
ż
R3
Gpx, ξ, z0qGpξ, y, zqdξ P L2pR3q .
Finally, we have
(3.19) ∇xGpx, y, zq P L1pR3q ` L2pR3q
for all y P R3.
3.4. Asymptotics on the Green’s function. Following the notation in part 1, we define
(3.20) Aprσ, y, kq “ Gprσ ` y, y, k2q{G0prσ ` y, y, k2q, aprσ, y, kq “ Gprσ, y, k2q{G0prσ, 0, k2q ,
where r ą 0, σ P S2. For the free case,
a0prσ, y, kq “ G0prσ, y, k2q{G0prσ, 0, k2q .
Theorem 3.8. Assume V satisfies (3.1). If k P Πpa, b, 1q, then
(3.21) sup
rą|y|`1
}aprσ, y, kq}L2pS2q 6 Cpa, b, |y|, V qpIm kq´1.5 ,
(3.22) lim
}V }Ñ0
sup
rą|y|`1
}aprσ, y, kq ´ a0prσ, y, kq}L2pS2q “ 0 .
The convergence in (3.22) is uniform in y P K where K is any compact in R3.
For each k P C` and y P R3,
(3.23) lim
rÑ8
}aprσ, y, kq ´ a8pσ, y, kq}L2pS2q “ 0
and this convergence is uniform in y P K and in k P K1, K1 is arbitrary compact in C.
Proof. The proof is nearly identical to proofs of lemma 2.23 and theorems 2.1, 2.2 in the first part.
We write equation for u
def“ Gpx, y, k2q in the following form
p1` V q∆u`∇V ¨∇u` k2u “ 0, |x| ą |y| .
If µ
def“ apx, y, kq, then
p1` V q∆µ` 2p1` V qµrpik ´ r´1q ´ k2V µ`∇V∇µ` Vrµpik ´ r´1q “ 0 ,
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where r
def“ |x| ą |y|. We now proceed as in the proofs in part 1. We multiply equation by µ¯{|x|2 and
integrate over the annulus r1 ă |x| ă r2 where r1 ą |y|. Dividing by ik, integrating by parts, and
taking the real part of both sides give us (after several cancellations)
(3.24)
Im k
|k|2
ż
r1ărăr2
p1` V q|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx`
1
r22
ż
|x|“r2
p1` V q|µ|2dσx “
1
r21
ż
|x|“r1
p1` V q|µ|2dσx ` Im k
ż
r1ă|x|ăr2
V |µ|2
|x|2 dx´
Im k
|k|2
ż
r1ă|x|ăr2
Vr
|µ|2
|x|3 dx´ I1 ` I2
and
I1 “ Re
˜
1
ikr21
ż
|x|“r1
p1` V qµrµ¯
|x|2 dσx
¸
, I2 “ Re
˜
1
ikr22
ż
|x|“r2
p1 ` V qµrµ¯
|x|2 dσx
¸
.
Comparing this inequality to (2.59), we introduce
mprq def“ r´2
ż
|x|“r
|µ|2dσx, m1prq def“ r´2
ż
|x|“r
|µr|2dσx,
Aprq def“
ż
ră|x|
|∇µ|2
|x|2 dx, Mprq
def“ sup
ρąr
ż ρ`1
ρ
mptqdt, xMprq def“ sup
ρąr
mpρq .
We estimate ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
r1ă|x|ăr2
V |µ|2
|x|2 dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
as in (2.68). In view of approximation (3.16), we can repeat arguments in the proof of lemma 2.23
(by approximating with Vpρq first and then sending ρÑ8) which gives us
Apr1q 6 Cpa, b, yq
´mpr1q `ampr1qm1pr1q
Im k
` }V }rr1,8qMpr1q`(3.25)
mprq}V }pr1,8q `
a
AprqMprq}V }rr1,8q `Mprqpr ` 1q´1{2}V }rr1,8q
¯
and
Mpr1q 6 Cpa, b, yq
´
mpr1q `
a
mpr1qm1pr1q ` Im k}V }rr1,8qMpr1q`(3.26)
Im k
´
mprq}V }rr1,8q `
a
AprqMprq}V }rr1,8q `Mprqpr ` 1q´1{2}V }rr1,8q
¯
`
a
Apr1qMpr1q
¯
.
Next we choose r1 large enough to make }V }rr1,8q sufficiently small to be able to solve these equations
and get
(3.27)
Mpr1q 6 Cpa, b, y, V qmpr1q `
a
mpr1qm1pr1q
Im k
, Apr1q 6 Cpa, b, y, V qmpr1q `
a
mpr1qm1pr1q
Im k
.
This r1 depends on a,b,V and y only. Then, following the proof of (2.67), we get
(3.28) xMprq .Mprq `aAprqMprq . mprq `amprqm1prq
Im k
.
Lemma 3.6 then yields (3.21). Notice that although we obtained these bounds in any Πpa, b, 1q, we
can write
Aprq ă Cpk, |y|, V q, xMprq ă Cpk, |y|, V q, r ą |y| ` 1
for every k P C`.
To prove (3.22) and (3.23), we notice that (3.17) provides
µ “ |x|e
ikp|x´y|´|x|q
|x´ y|p1` V pyqq ´ k
2
ż
R3
|x|eikp|x´ξ|`|ξ|´|x|q
4π|x´ ξ||ξ|
V
1` V µdξ`ż
R3
|x|eikp|x´ξ|`|ξ|´|x|q
4π|x´ ξ||ξ|
∇V
1` V ∇µdξ`ik
ż
R3
|x|eikp|x´ξ|`|ξ|´|x|q
|x´ ξ||ξ|
Vr
1` V µdξ´
ż
R3
|x|eikp|x´ξ|`|ξ|´|x|q
|x´ ξ||ξ|
Vr
1` V
µ
|ξ|dξ .
This can be rewritten as
(3.29) a “ a0 ` I1 ` . . .` I5,
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I1
def“ ´|x|e
ikp|x´y|´|x|q
|x´ y|
V pyq
1` V pyq
and I2, . . . , I5 are defined respectively.
Before we proceed with the analysis of every term, we split integral in the definition of each
Ij , j “ 2, . . . , 5 to integrals over |ξ| ă |y| ` 1 and over |ξ| ą |y| ` 1. The former has necessary
asymptotics since G P L2pR3q, ∇G P L1pB|y|`1p0qq by (3.19). Thus, we can assume that integration
is done over |ξ| ą |y| ` 1, the domain on which we established the bounds for A and xM .
The first term I1 obviously has the required asymptotics. Having estimates (3.25) and (3.28) on µ
and ∇µ, we will apply theorem 2.19 to each of I2, . . . , I5. For example, to handle I2, we write
V
1` V µ “ |ξ|
´ µ
|ξ|p1` V qdivQ
¯
“ |ξ|div
ˆ
Q
µ
|ξ|p1` V q
˙
´ |ξ|Q∇
ˆ
µ
|ξ|p1` V q
˙
.
Recall the definitions of operators tBpjqu from subsection 2.3. The contributions from the first and
second terms can be estimated by bounds on Bp4q and Bp3q, respectively. Then, for each k P C`, we
can bound, e.g., ż
|ξ|ą|y|`1
|µ|2Q2
|ξ|2p1` V q2 dξ
by using (3.28) and (3.1). The L2 norm
›››∇´ µ|ξ|p1`V q¯›››
L2pBc
|y|`1
q
can be estimated similarly.
The terms I4p5q can be handled similarly considering that
Vr “ div
´
V
ξ
|ξ|
¯
´ 2V|ξ| .
The contribution from the first term is handled as I2 and from the second one is estimated using the
bound for Bp2q.
For I3, we write
∇V
1` V ∇µ “ |ξ| ¨
∇V
1` V ¨
∇µ
|ξ|
and the estimate for Bp3q can be used along withż
|ξ|ą|y|`1
|∇µ|2
|ξ|2 dξ ă Cpk, y, V q
as follows by (3.27) and (3.28). Finally, we get (3.23) and clearly this convergence is uniform in y and
in k.
Consider (3.29). Sending }V } to zero in the estimates for tIju, we get (3.22).

In the same way, the estimates for Aprσ, y, kq and its asymptotics can be obtained.
We now turn to the question about finding the harmonic majorant for }a8}L2pS2q and }A8}L2pS2q.
Let us focus on A8, the analysis of a8 is similar. We will need the following statement first.
For δ ą 0, we define wδ def“ p1` |x|q1{2`δ .
Lemma 3.9. Let δ ą 0 and assume that V P C8c pR3q and }V }8 ă 1. Then, Gpx, y, k2q´G0px, y, k2q
can be continuously extended in k to Rz0 as L2
w
´1
δ
pR3q function. The function A8pσ, y, kq can be
continuously extended in k to Rz0 as an L2pS2q function.
Proof. The main ingredient of our proof is the limiting absorption principle (LAP) for the operator
D “ ´divp1 ` V q∇ with short range potential, studied in, e.g., [15, 48]. LAP claims that Rz can
be continuously extended in z from Czr0,8q to R` ˘ i0 as an operator from L2wδ pR3q to L2w´1
δ
pR3q.
This result is an extension of the LAP established by Agmon for the Schro¨dinger operators with short
range potentials (see, e.g., [37, 46]).
For z R r0,8q, write (3.17) and integrate by parts in the third term
(3.30) Gpx, y, zq “ G
0px, y, zq
1` V pyq ´ z
ż
R3
G0px, ξ, zq V pξq
1` V pξqGpξ, y, zqdξ´
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R3
Gpξ, y, zqdivξ
ˆ
G0px, ξ, zq ∇V pξq
1` V pξq
˙
dξ .
Notice that all integrals involved converge absolutely. Iterating this identity once (substitute the left
hand side into the third term on the right hand side) gives
(3.31) Gpx, y, zq “ G
0px, y, zq
1` V pyq ´ z
ż
R3
G0px, ξ, zq V pξq
1` V pξqGpξ, y, zqdξ´ż
R3
G0pξ1, y, zq
1` V pyq divξ1
ˆ
G0px, ξ1, zq ∇V pξ1q
1` V pξ1q
˙
dξ1´
z
ż
R3
divξ1
ˆ
G0px, ξ1, zq ∇V pξ1q
1` V pξ1q
˙ż
R3
G0pξ1, ξ2, zq V pξ2q
1` V pξ2qGpξ2, y, zqdξ2dξ1´ż
R3
divξ1
ˆ
G0px, ξ1, zq ∇V pξ1q
1` V pξ1q
˙ż
R3
divξ2
ˆ
G0pξ1, ξ2, zq ∇V pξ2q
1` V pξ2q
˙
Gpξ2, y, zqdξ2dξ1 .
Recall that Gpx, y, zq “ Gpy, x, z¯q. Changing the order of integration in the last two integrals gives
(3.32) Gpy, x, z¯q “ G
0py, x, z¯q
1` V pyq ´ z
ż
R3
G0px, ξ, zq V pξq
1` V pξqGpy, ξ, z¯qdξ´ż
R3
G0pξ1, y, zq
1` V pyq divξ1
ˆ
G0px, ξ1, zq ∇V pξ1q
1` V pξ1q
˙
dξ1´
z
ż
R3
V pξ2q
1` V pξ2qGpy, ξ2, z¯qdξ2
ż
R3
G0pξ1, ξ2, zqdivξ1
ˆ
G0px, ξ1, zq ∇V pξ1q
1` V pξ1q
˙
dξ1´ż
R3
Gpy, ξ2, z¯qdξ2
ż
R3
divξ2
ˆ
G0pξ1, ξ2, zq ∇V pξ2q
1` V pξ2q
˙
divξ1
ˆ
G0px, ξ1, zq ∇V pξ1q
1` V pξ1q
˙
dξ1 .
Now, we define three functions
F1pξ2q def“ V pξ2q
1` V pξ2q
ż
R3
G0pξ1, ξ2, k2qdivξ1
ˆ
G0px, ξ1, k2q ∇V pξ1q
1` V pξ1q
˙
dξ1 ,
F2pξ2q def“
ż
R3
divξ2
ˆ
G0pξ1, ξ2, k2q ∇V pξ2q
1` V pξ2q
˙
divξ1
ˆ
G0px, ξ1, k2q ∇V pξ1q
1` V pξ1q
˙
dξ1 ,
F3pξ2q def“ G0px, ξ2, k2q V pξ2q
1` V pξ2q .
Since we have exact formula for G0pξ1, ξ2, k2q, simple estimates for the integrals show that F1, F3 can
be extended in k continuously to Rz0 as L2pR3q functions in ξ2. The most singular term in F2 can be
written as
qpξ2q
ż
R3
∇ξ2G
0pξ1, ξ2, k2q∇ξ1G0px, ξ1, k2qqpξ1qdξ1, q def“
∇V
1` V .
This expression can be continued in k to Rz0 as L1ξ2pR3q function. However, since ∇ξ1G0 “ ´∇ξ2G0
and p´∆ξ1 ´ k2qG0pξ1, η, k2q “ δη, we can rewrite it in the following form
´qpξ2q
ż
R3
∇ξ1G
0pξ1, ξ2, k2q∇ξ1G0px, ξ1, k2qqpξ1qdξ1 “ I1 ` I2,
I1 “ ´k2qpξ2q
ż
R3
G0pξ1, ξ2, k2qG0px, ξ1, k2qqpξ1qdξ1 ´ q2pξ2qG0px, ξ2, k2q ,
I2 “ qpξ2q
ż
R3
∇ξ1G
0pξ1, ξ2, k2qG0px, ξ1, k2q∇ξ1qpξ1qdξ1 .
Now, the elementary properties of the convolution and explicit form of G0 show that F2 can be
continued to Rz0 as L2ξ2pR3q function. Notice that the calculation for I1 can be performed on the
Fourier side as well.
Next, we consider (3.32) as equality for functions in y where x is fixed. Notice that compactness of
support of V guarantees that F1p2,3q P L2wδ pR3q and LAP for D shows that Gpy, x, k2q ´G0py, x, k2q
can be continued to Rz0 as an element of L2
w
´1
δ
pR3q. Then, the formula (3.30) implies that Aprσ, y, kq
can be defined for all r ą 0 and y P R3 as L2pS2q valued function continuous in k up to Rz0. The
existence of A8pσ, y, kq and its continuity in k are immediate as well.

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The formula (2.97) can be rewritten in the following form:
pD2 ´ k4q´1 “ pD ´ k2qpD ` k2q, k P C` .
Thus,
pD2 ´ k4q´1δ0 “
ż
R3
Gpx, ξ, k2qGpξ, 0,´k2qdξ .
Since Gpξ, 0,´k2q P L2ξpR3q and Rk2 maps L2pR3q to H2pR3q Ă CpR3q, the function mpkq defined
by (2.98) has imaginary part positive in C` and has representation (2.99). The following analog of
lemma 2.26 holds true.
Lemma 3.10. Assume that V P C8c pR3q. Then,
32π2κµ1pκ4q “ }A8pσ, 0, κq}2L2pS2q, κ ą 0 .
Proof. Let u
def“ pD2´k4q´1f “ p2k2q´1pRk2 ´R´k2qf , where f is any test function, i.e., f P C8c pR3q.
Multiply equation pD2´ k4qu “ f by u and integrate over BRp0q with large R. The analog of (2.101)
is ż
|x|ăR
´
pdivp1` V q∇` k2qpdivp1` V q∇´ k2qu
¯
udx “
ż
R3
fudx .
Take imaginary part of both sides and send k Ñ κ P Rz0. After integration by parts, we haveż
|x|“R
´
Br
´
pdivp1` V q∇´ k2q
¯
u
¯
p1 ` V qu ´
´´
pdivp1` V q∇´ k2q
¯
u
¯
p1 ` V qBrudx “
ż
R3
fudx .
Lemma 3.9 gives asymptotics
upx, kq “ e
ik|x|
8πk2|x|
ˆż
R3
a8ppx, y, kqfpyqdy ` op1q˙ , |x| Ñ 8 ,
which holds in k up to Rz0 and can be differentiated in x. Substitute it into the identity to getż
S2
ˇˇˇˇż
R3
a8pσ, y, κqfpyqdy
ˇˇˇˇ2
dσ “ 32π3κµ1f pκ4q .
Taking tfnu Ñ δ0 gives the statement of the lemma. 
This lemma provides the harmonic majorants for }A8pσ, y, kq}L2pS2q and }a8pσ, y, kq}L2pS2q. In
particular, theorem 2.27 and (2.105), (2.106) hold for A8pσ, y, kq. Repeating the proof of lemma 2.25,
we get (2.91) and thus there exists a8pσ, y, κq such that
(3.33) lim
ǫÑ0
ż b
a
}a8pσ, y, κ` iǫq ´ a8pσ, y, κq}2L2pS2qdκ “ 0
for every y and every ra, bs not containing 0.
3.5. Proof of the main theorem.
Proof. (of theorem 3.1 ) Since N is dense in L2pR3q and eit
?
D, eit
?
H0 preserve L2pR3q norm, it
is sufficient to take f P N and prove that the limit limtÑ˘8eit
?
De´it
?
H0f exists in L2pR3q. Let
φ
def“ eit
?
H0f . Consider
ψ
def“ e´it
?
Dφ
when tÑ `8. The case tÑ ´8 is similar.
To prove existence of the limit of ψ in L2pR3q, it is sufficient to show that
(A) As tÑ `8, ψpx, tq converges in L2pBRp0qq for every R ą 0.
(B) tψpx, tqu is “tight” in the following sense
lim
RÑ8
lim sup
tÑ`8
}ψpx, tq}L2pRc
R
q “ 0 .
We start proving (A) by writing:
(3.34) e´it
?
Dφ “ e´it
?
Deit
?
H0qnp
a
H0qq´1n p
a
H0qf “ e´it
?
Dqnp
a
H0qeit
?
H0q´1n p
a
H0qf ,
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where qn is defined in (3.6) and parameters a, b are chosen such that suppp pfq Ă tξ : 0 ă a ă |ξ|2π ă bu.
If we denote f1 “ q´1n p
?
H0qf , then f1 P N by the choice of a and b. The parameter n will be chosen
later. From lemma 3.4, we obtain
(3.35) e´it
?
Dφ “ e´it
?
Dqnp
a
H0qeit
?
H0f1 “ e´it
?
Dqnp
?
Dqφ1 ` ǫ1, lim
tÑ8
}ǫ1}2 “ 0 ,
where φ1
def“ eit
?
H0f1. We performed this algebra to be able to write formula (3.5) for
(3.36) e´it
?
Dqnp
?
Dqφ1 “ 1
2πi
ż
Γa,b
e´itkpD ´ k2q´1pnpkqφ1dk .
The properties of free evolution eit
?
H0 , i.e., preservation of L2pR3q norm and estimate (3.3), allow us
to replace φ1 by a function
(3.37) rφ1 “ φ1wρp|x| ´ tq ,
where wρpτq, τ P R is smooth, even, nonnegative function that satisfies three properties:
‚ wρpτq “ 1, |τ | ă ρ ,
‚ wρpτq “ 0, |τ | ą ρ` 1 ,
‚ 0 6 wρ 6 1, τ P R .
Since the operators qnp
?
Dq, eit
?
H0 , e´it
?
D are bounded from L2pR3q to L2pR3q and their norms are
uniformly bounded in t, the error made by that change can be made arbitrarily small by choosing ρ
large and then sending tÑ8.
We collect now the properties of rφ1 that will be important later on:
(P1) limρÑ8 lim suptÑ8 }φ1 ´ rφ1}2 “ 0. We will fix ρ large enough and t–independent.
(P2) rφ1 is supported on the annulus tx : |x| P rt´ ρ´ 1, t` ρ` 1su.
(P3) rφ1 has asymptotics (see (3.2))
(3.38) rφ1ppt` τqσ, tq “ ωρpτq´σRp∇f1qpτ, σq ` iRp|∆|1{2f1qpτ, σq
4πt
` opt´1q,
uniform in τ P R and σ P S2. In particular, }rφ1}8 ă Cpfqt´1 for all t ą 1.
(P4) rφ1 is sufficiently smooth
}Dj rφ1}8 ă Cjt´1, j P N .
This follows from the definition of rφ1 and smoothness of f .
Consider the integral in (3.36) with φ1 replaced by rφ1. For Γa,b we can write Γa,b “ Γ`a,b Y Γ´a,b,
where Γ˘a,b P C˘. We studied Gpx, y, k2q assuming that k P C`, so, since p´kq2 “ k2, we will write
(3.39) pD ´ k2q´1 rφ1 “ ż
R3
Gpx, y, p´kq2qrφ1pyqdy
for k P Γ´a,b. Thus, we will need to control Gpx, y, β2q where β P ´Γ´a,b Ă C`.
We will start with writing the following estimate. For every R ą 0,
(3.40)››››› 12πi
ż
Γa,b
e´itkpD ´ k2q´1pnrφ1dk
›››››
L2pBRp0qq
.
ż
Γa,b
et Im k sup
}h}L2pBRp0qq“1
|xpD ´ k2q´1rφ1, hy||pn|d|k|
by duality. Since
(3.41) }rφ1}8 ă Cpfqt´1, suppprφ1q Ă tx : ||x| ´ t| ă ρ` 1u,
and ppD ´ k2q´1q˚ “ pD ´ k¯2q´1, we have
|xrφ1, pD ´ k2q´1hy| 6 Cpfq
t
ż
t´ρ´1ă|x|ăt`ρ`1
|u|dx ,
for every k P Γ´a,b, where
u “ pD ´ k2q´1h “ G0px, 0, k2q
ż
|y|ăR
apx, y, k2qhpyqdy
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as follows from the definition of a. If k P Γ`a,b, then k P Γ´a,b, and we need to make modification as in
(3.39). We use estimate (3.21) on apx, y, kq to obtain
(3.42)
1
t
ż
t´ρă|x|ăt`ρ
|u|dx ă CpR, ρ, a, bqe´| Im k|t| Im k|´1.5
after applying Cauchy-Schwarz and }h}2 6 1. This amounts to absolute convergence in k and uniform
boundedness of the integral
(3.43)
ż
Γa,b
et Im k sup
}h}L2pBRp0qq“1
|xpD ´ k2q´1rφ1, hy||pn|d|k| 6 Cpρ,R, a, b, fq ,
provided that n “ 3 which is our choice of n from now on.
Now, we will show that for every k P Γa,b, k ‰ a, b, the integrand in (3.36) converges in L2pBRp0qq
as tÑ `8. We have
e´itk
´
pD ´ k2q´1rφ1¯pyq “ e´ikt ż
R3
Gpy, x, k2qrφ1pxqdx “ e´ikt ż
R3
Gpx, y, k2qrφ1pxqdx
by identity (3.13). We can write
e´ikt
ż
R3
Gpx, y, k2qrφ1pxqdx “ e´ikt ż
R3
eik|x|apx, y,´kq
4π|x|
rφ1pxqdx
if k P Γ`a,b and
e´ikt
ż
R3
Gpx, y, k2qrφ1pxqdx “ e´ikt ż
R3
e´ik|x|apx, y, kq
4π|x|
rφ1pxqdx
if k P Γ´a,b. Now, we use asymptotics of a (check (3.23)) and of φ1 (check (3.38)) for r “ |x| Ñ 8 to
conclude that
e´ikt
ż
R3
Gpx, y, k2qrφ1pxqdxÑ G,(3.44)
Gpk, yq def“ 1p4πq2
ż
S2
a8pσ, y,´kq
ż
R
ωρpτqeikτ p´σRp∇f1qpτ, σq ` iRp|∆|1{2f1qpτ, σqqdτdσ
if t Ñ 8 and this convergence is uniform in y P BRp0q and k P K1 where K1 is any compact in C`.
On the other hand, if k P Γ´a,b, then
e´ikt
ż
R3
Gpx, y, k2qrφ1pxqdxÑ 0
uniformly in y P BRp0q and k P K1 Ă C´. Together with the unform bound (3.43), we get
(3.45) pe´it
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1qpyq Ñ 1
2πi
ż
Γ
`
a,b
pnpkqGpk, yqdk, tÑ `8
and this convergence is in L2pBRp0qq. Since ρ can be chosen arbitrarily large, we have (A).
Remark. It is now instructive to discuss the importance of the cut-off ωρ which one might consider
to be artificial. In fact, it is crucial for our proof. Indeed, the interior integral in the definition of G
represents a Fourier integral of a Radon transform which is not even well-defined if k R R unless we
introduce a cut-off. With ωρ present, we can now say that this interior integral is entire function of
exponential type and integrals in σ and k can be controlled.
The following lemma is immediate from the proof given above and it will be used in the proof
of (B).
Lemma 3.11. If f P L2pR3q, then
lim
}V }Ñ0
lim sup
tÑ8
}e´it
?
Deit
?
H0f ´ f}2 “ 0 .
Proof. We will use (3.22). Notice that }a8pσ, y, kq ´ a08pσ, y, kq}2 converges to zero uniformly in
k P K1 and y P BRp0q when }V } Ñ 0. Therefore, substituting “a8 “ a08 ` op1q” into the formula
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(3.44) and recalling that e´it
?
H0eit
?
H0f “ f , we get
lim
}V }Ñ0
lim sup
tÑ8
}e´it
?
Deit
?
H0f ´ f}L2pBRp0qq “ 0
for every R ą 0. Since e´it
?
D and eit
?
H0 both preserve the L2pR3q norm, we get the statement of
the lemma.

We now recall the following notation. Given V , we define
V pρq “ V ´ Vpρq
and Vpρq is defined in (2.5). Clearly
lim
ρÑ8
}V pρq} Ñ 0 .
We now turn to proving (B) which is more involved. For fixed large R, we need to estimate the
following expression
(3.46) lim sup
tÑ`8
}χ|x|ąRe´it
?
Dφptq}2 .
Take R1p2q - two large parameters that we will specify later. At that moment, we only require that
R1 ă R2{2, R2 ă R{2.
Before giving the formal proof, we want to explain an idea. To show that (3.46) is small for large
R, we will prove that, given large t, the function e´iτ
?
Dφptq at τ “ t´R2 has L2pR3q norm localized
to BCR2p0q when t and R2 are large enough and C ą 1 is an absolute constant to be specified later.
Then, we argue that in time increment ∆τ “ R2 the function e´iτ
?
Dφptq can not have significant
part of its L2pR3q norm carried outside BRp0q by the group e´iR2
?
D if R is much larger than R2 and
then the proof is finished because e´iR2
?
De´ipt´R2q
?
Dφptq “ e´it
?
Dφptq, as needed. However, the
question remains: how do we show that e´ipt´R2q
?
Dφptq is localized to BCR2p0q with large C? To
do that we prove that the function e´ipt´R2q
?
Dφptq depends very little on the value of potential V
in the ball BR1p0q where R1 is much smaller than R2. This suggests that it makes sense to consider
new operator D1 with potential V
pR1q and show that e´ipt´R2q
?
D1φptq has the right localization. For
that purpose, we write e´ipt´R2q
?
D1φptq “ eitR2
?
D1e´it
?
D1φptq and notice that e´it
?
D1φptq is close
to f in L2pR3q norm if R1 is large because of lemma 3.11. Since f is fixed, we conclude that eitR2
?
D1
has small L2pR3q norm outside BRp0q if R is much larger than R2. Therefore, the question about
localizing e´ipt´R2q
?
Dφptq is resolved positively.
To carry out this program, two things are clearly needed. Firstly, we need to control the “speed of
propagation” of the function whose support is known. Indeed, that has been claimed several times in
the outline given above. Notice that although the general principle of “finite speed of propagation”
for hyperbolic equations ([17], p.395, theorem 8) does give some information in terms of Riemannian
metric, it is not sharp enough for us. Secondly, we need to make sure that the value of potential “far
from the solution” does not affect this solution. This will be achieved by employing the Duhamel
formula (3.4).
Recall, that (see (3.35), (3.37))
e´it
?
Dφ “ e´it
?
Dqnp
?
Dqφ1 ` ǫ1 “ e´it
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1 ` ǫ1 ` ǫ2 ,
where }ǫ1}2 Ñ 0 as t Ñ 8, limρÑ8 lim suptÑ8 }ǫ2}2 “ 0 and rφ1 satisfies four properties (P1)–(P4).
Thus, we only need to prove (B) for e´it
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq when ρ is fixed.
We split the proof into several steps:
(B.1) Consider χBR1 p0qe
´iτ?Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq and prove that its L2pR3q norm is small for all τ : 0 ă
τ ă t´R2.
More precisely, we have
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Lemma 3.12. For every τ P r0, t´R2s and n P N, we have
(3.47) }χBR1p0qe´iτ
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq}2 6 Cpρ, f, R1, n, a, bqpt´ τqn´0.5
and
(3.48) }χBR1p0qDe´iτ
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq}2 6 Cpρ, f, R1, n, a, bqpt´ τqn´0.5 .
Proof. From the integral representation (3.36) and estimates (3.40), (3.42), we get
}χBR1p0qe´iτ
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq}2 6 CpR1, ρ, f, a, bq ż
Γa,b
eτ Im ke´t| Imk||pnpkq|
| Im k|1.5 d|k| .
Recall that pn has roots at k “ a and k “ b of degree n, thus, the simple integration yields
(3.47).
The second inequality can be proved in the same way because
De´iτ
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq “ e´iτ?Dqnp?Dq´Drφ1ptq¯
andDrφ1ptq satisfies the same properties as rφ1ptq sinceD “ ´p1`V q∆´∇V∇ is local operator
and rφ1 is smooth (property (P4)). 
(B.2) Use Duhamel formula to show that the influence of VpR1q on e
´ipt´R2q
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq is “neg-
ligible” if R2 is much larger than R1 and tÑ8.
Lemma 3.13. Given any R1 and n P N, we have
lim
R2Ñ8
lim sup
tÑ8
}e´ipt´R2q
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq ´ e´ipt´R2q?D1qnp?Dqrφ1ptq}2 “ 0 ,
where D1 “ ´div
´
p1` V pR1qq∇
¯
.
Proof. Define the function
dpkq “ k
k2 ` 1 .
It is analytic inside each Γa,b, its restriction to R is continuous and decays at infinity. Its
inverse d´1pkq is analytic away from zero. The introduction of d will be explained in the due
course. Repeating the arguments from the previous lemma, we get
(3.49) }χBR1p0qe´iτ
?
Dd´1p
?
Dqqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq}2 6 Cpρ, f, R1, n, a, bqpt´ τqn´0.5 ,
(3.50) }χBR1p0qDe´iτ
?
Dd´1p
?
Dqqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq}2 6 Cpρ, f, R1, n, a, bqpt´ τqn´0.5 ,
and analogous estimates hold for D1 evolution.
(3.51) }χBR1p0qe´iτ
?
D1d´1p
a
D1qqnp
a
D1qrφ1ptq}2 6 Cpρ, f, R1, n, a, bqpt´ τqn´0.5 ,
}χBR1p0qD1e´iτ
?
D1d´1p
a
D1qqnp
a
D1qrφ1ptq}2 6 Cpρ, f, R1, n, a, bqpt´ τqn´0.5
for all τ P r0, t´R2s. Indeed, the formula (3.5) can be rewritten for e´iτ
?
Dd´1p?Dqqnp
?
Dq
in the same way due to analyticity of d´1 away from zero. Then, the estimates from proof of
lemma 3.12 go through.
Now, consider two functions
upx, τq def“ e´iτ
?
Dd´1p
?
Dqqnp
?
Dqrφ1, u1px, τq def“ e´iτ?D1d´1paD1qqnpaD1qrφ1 .
They solve
uττ “ ´Du “ ´D1u` F, F “ pD1 ´Dqu, u1ττ “ ´D1u1
and satisfy initial conditions
u0
def“ upx, 0q “ d´1p
?
Dqqnp
?
Dqrφ1, u1 def“ uτ px, 0q “ ´id´1p?Dq?Dqnp?Dqrφ1 ,
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u10
def“ u1px, 0q “ d´1p
a
D1qqnp
a
D1qrφ1, u11 def“ u1τ px, 0q “ ´id´1paD1qaD1qnpaD1qrφ1 .
The Duhamel formula (3.4) written for u gives
u “ cospτ
a
D1qu0 ` sinpτ
?
D1q?
D1
u1 `
ż τ
0
sinppτ ´ ξq?D1q?
D1
F pξqdξ .
Subtracting the identity
u1 “ cospτ
a
D1qu10 `
sinpτ?D1q?
D1
u11
from this equation gives us
δu “ cospτ
a
D1qpu0 ´ u10q `
sinpτ?D1q?
D1
pu1 ´ u11q `
ż τ
0
sinppτ ´ ξq?D1q?
D1
F pξqdξ ,
where δu
def“ u´ u1. Apply an operator dp
?
D1q to both sides to get
dp
a
D1qδu “ dp
a
D1q cospτ
a
D1qpu0 ´ u10q `
dp
a
D1qsinpτ
?
D1q?
D1
pu1 ´ u11q ` dp
a
D1q
ż τ
0
sinppτ ´ ξq?D1q?
D1
F pξqdξ .(3.52)
Now, we can appreciate the role of auxiliary function d. Notice that
dpλq cospτλq, dpλqsinpτλq
λ
are bounded uniformly in λ and τ . From lemma 3.4,
lim
tÑ8
}u0 ´ u10}2 “ 0, lim
tÑ8
}u1 ´ u11}2 “ 0 .
We estimate F as follows
F “ pH1 ´Hqu “ ´pV pR1q ´ V q∆u´∇pV pR1q ´ V q∇u “ VpR1q∆u`∇VpR1q∇u .
Notice that VpR1q is supported on BR1`1p0q. On the ball BR1`2p0q, we have estimates (3.49)
and (3.50) for u and Hu “ ´p1 ` V q∆u ´∇V∇u in L2pBR1`2p0qq. By Interior Regularity
Theorem, we get analogous estimates on ∆u and ∇u in L2pBR1`1p0qq. Thus, we have
lim
tÑ8
}dp
a
D1qδupt´R2q}2 6 Cpρ, f, R1, n, a, bq lim sup
tÑ8
ż t´R2
0
1
pt´ τqn´0.5 dτ 6
Cpρ, f, R1, n, a, bqR´pn´1.5q2
and
(3.53) lim
R2Ñ8
lim sup
tÑ8
}dp
a
D1qδupt´R2q}2 “ 0
because we have chosen n “ 3. Recall that
dp
a
D1qδupt´R2q “ dp
a
D1q
´
e´ipt´R2q
?
Dd´1p
?
Dqqnp
?
Dqrφ1´e´ipt´R2q?D1d´1paD1qqnpaD1qrφ1¯ .
For the second term,
dp
a
D1qe´ipt´R2q
?
D1d´1p
a
D1qqnp
a
D1qrφ1 “ e´ipt´R2q?D1qnpaD1qrφ1 .
In the first one, we can not commute dp?D1q with e´ipt´R2q
?
D. However, we can apply
lemma 3.4. Indeed, dp?αq is continuous and decays at infinity. Consider
e´ipt´R2q
?
D1d´1p
a
D1qqnp
a
D1qrφ1 .
Take any two sequences ttpjqu and tRpjq2 u that converge to infinity such that limjÑ8ptpjq ´Rpjq2 q “ `8.
Then, estimate (3.51), applied with τ “ tpjq ´Rpjq2 and arbitrary R1, shows that
e´ipt
pjq´Rpjq
2
q?D1d´1p
a
D1qqnp
a
D1qrφ1ptpjqq
satisfies conditions of lemma 3.4 and we can commute the operators in the limit which gives
us
lim
jÑ8
}e´iptpjq´Rpjq2 q
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1ptpjqq ´ e´iptpjq´Rpjq2 q?D1qnpaD1qrφ1ptpjqq}2 “ 0 .
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Since ttpjqu, tRpjq2 u are arbitrary, we have the statement of the lemma. 
Remark. Since we proved the lemma for approximants qnp
?
Dqrφ1ptq with arbitrary ρ ą 0,
we have
(3.54) lim
R2Ñ8
lim sup
tÑ8
}e´ipt´R2q
?
Dφptq ´ e´ipt´R2q
?
D1φptq}2 “ 0 .
(B.3) We can use
lim
R1Ñ8
}V pR1q} “ 0
to make sure that e´it
?
D1φptq is close to f in L2pR3q.
More precisely, from lemma 3.11, we get
(3.55) lim
R1Ñ8
lim sup
tÑ8
}e´it
?
D1eit
?
H0g ´ g}2 “ 0 ,
where, again, D1 “ ´div p1` V pR1qq∇ and g P L2pR3q.
(B.4) Now, we use the so-called intertwining property. Fixing R2 and taking g “ eiR2
?
H0f in (3.55),
we get
(3.56) lim
R1Ñ8
lim sup
tÑ8
}e´ipt´R2q
?
D1φptq ´ eiR2
?
H0f}2 “ 0
for every R2.
(B.5) Compare (B.2) (in particular, (3.54)) with (B.4), (3.56), to conclude that e´ipt´R2q
?
Dφptq
satisfies
(3.57) lim
R2Ñ8
lim sup
tÑ8
}e´ipt´R2q
?
Dφptq ´ eiR2
?
H0f}2 “ 0 .
(B.6) Notice that the formula (3.57) is equivalent to
(3.58) lim
R2Ñ8
lim sup
tÑ8
}e´it
?
Dφptq ´ e´iR2
?
D
´
eiR2
?
H0f
¯
}2 “ 0 .
Consider the second term. We can write
e´iR2
?
DeiR2
?
H0f “ e´iR2
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1pR2q ` ǫ2 ,
where }ǫ2}2 Ñ 0 when R2 and ρ go to infinity (see (3.37)).
We can now write formula (3.5)
e´iR2
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1pR2q “ 1
2πi
ż
Γa,b
e´iR2kpD ´ k2q´1pnpkqrφ1pR2qdk .
The estimates on the amplitude give us›››› 12πi
ż
Γ
e´iR2kpD ´ k2q´1pnpkqrφ1pR2qdk››››
L2pSrp0qq
6 Cpf, ρ, R2, a, bq
ż
Γa,b
eR2 Im ke´| Im k|r
|pnpkq|d|k|
| Im k|1.5 ă
Cpf, ρ, R2, n, a, bqpr ´R2q´pn´0.5q ,
provided that r ą R2 ` 1. This finally provides an estimate
(3.59) }e´iR2
?
Dqnp
?
Dqrφ1pR2q}2L2pBc
R
p0qq ă Cpf,R2, ρ, n, a, bqR´p2n´4q
which holds forR ą 2R2. Thus, fixingR2 and choosingR large, we can make Cpf, ρ, R2, a, bqR4´2n
as small as we wish since n “ 3 was our choice for n.
Now, the claim (B) is proved. Indeed, given any ǫ ą 0, we chose ρ to make approximation
error in rφ1 smaller than ǫ when lim suptÑ8 is taken. Then, we choose R2 large enough to
make the left hand side in (3.58) smaller than ǫ. Finally, we choose R so that the right hand
side in (3.59) is smaller than ǫ.

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Remark. Notice that when t Ñ `8, the integral over Γ´a,b does not contribute anything. If
tÑ ´8, the roles of Γ`a,b and Γ´a,b change.
3.6. Stationary representation for wave operators and orthogonal eigenfunction decom-
position. We start with a theorem.
Theorem 3.14. If f P N , then
(3.60) pW´fqpyq “ 1p2πq3
ż 8
0
dκ|κ|2
ż
S2
a8pσ, y,´κq qfpκσ{p2πqqdσ
for every y.
Proof. From (3.45) and part (B) (tightness), we know that
lim
tÑ`8
›››››pe´it?Dqnp?Dqrφ1qpyq ´ 12πi
ż
Γ
`
a,b
pnpkqGpk, yqdk
›››››
L2pR3q
“ 0 ,
where rφ1 approximates φ1 in L2pR3q as ρ Ñ 8. The integral defines a function continuous in y. We
first fix y and ρ and then use formula for G, analyticity of a8pσ, y,´k¯q, and (3.33) to replace the
contour Γ`a,b by
ÝÝÑrb, as and write
(3.61)
1
2πi
ż
Γ
`
a,b
pnpkqGpk, yqdk “ i
2π
ż
ra,bs
pnpκqGpκ, yqdκ .
The boundary value of G on the real line is understood in the L2ra, bs topology for every y and every
ra, bs.
In the formula for G, the interior integral is equal toż
R
ωρpτqeiκτ p´σRp∇f1qpτ, σq ` iRp|∆|1{2f1qpτ, σqdτ .
It converges to one-dimensional inverse Fourier transform of p´σRp∇f1qpτ, σq ` iRp|∆|1{2f1qpτ, σq in
τ , evaluated at point κ{2π. Since the function f1 P N , this convergence is uniform in κ P ra, bs, σ P S2.
Take ρÑ8 in the right hand side of (3.61). Using the formulaspRps, σq “ pfpsσq, qRps, σq “ qfpsσq
(see [42], p. 204), we conclude (recalling the definitions of pn and qn) that
pW´fqpyq “ p2πq´3
ż 8
0
dκ|κ|2
ż
S2
a8pσ, y,´κq qfpκσ{p2πqqdσ .
Notice that we obtained this formula for every fixed y and the right hand side of (3.60) belongs to
domain of D which is H2pR3q Ă CpR3q. 
Remark. In the free case, a08 “ e´ikxσ,yy so
1
8π3
ż 8
0
dk|k|2
ż
S2
a08pσ, y,´kq qfpkσ{p2πqqdσ “
1
8π3
ż 8
0
dk|k|2
ż
S2
e´ikxσ,yy qfpkσ{p2πqqdσ “ 1
8π3
ż
R3
e´ixξ,yy qfpξ{p2πqqdξ “ fpyq
by Fourier inversion formula, as expected.
Remark. One can get an analogous formula for W` (compare with [46], formula (6.9), p. 247)
(3.62) pW`fqpyq “ 1p2πq3
ż 8
0
dκ|κ|2
ż
S2
a8pσ, y, κq pfpκσ{p2πqqdσ .
For every y P R3, we define the following functions
A´pξ, yq def“ a8pσ, y,´2πκq, A`pξ, yq def“ a8pσ, y, 2πκq, ξ P R3
and ξ “ |κ|σ is representation of ξ in spherical coordinates. Clearly,ż
r1ă|ξ|ăr2
|A˘pξ, yq|2dξ ă 8
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for every 0 ă r1 ă r2 ă 8.
If g P C8c pR3q and its support has a positive distance from the origin, we can define the map
pU´gqpyq “
ż
R3
A´pξ, yqgpξqdξ, pU`gqpyq “
ż
R3
A`pξ, yqgpξqdξ .
The following theorem gives the stationary representation for wave operators
Theorem 3.15. U˘ are isometries from L2pR3q to L2pR3q and W˘ “ U˘F¯1 .
Proof. This is immediate since W˘ are isometries and Fourier transform is unitary from L2pR3q to
L2pR3q. Thus, we can extend U˘ to all of L2pR3q. 
Now that we established that tA˘u form orthonormal systems, the next natural question is: do
tA˘u, as functions in y, represent eigenfunctions of D in some sense (check formula (6.7), p. 246,
[46])? In fact, we have (with 2¨2 below indicating the variable on which the operator D acts)
(3.63) Da8pσ, ¨, κq “ κ2a8pσ, ¨, κq
in the following weak sense.
Take any test function φ P C8c pR3q, k P C`, and h P L2pS2q and consider r so large that the support
of φ is inside Brp0q. Then, we can write
xDφ,
˜
1
r2
ż
Srp0q
Gp¨, x, p´kq2qhppxqdσx¸y “ xφ,D˜ 1
r2
ż
Srp0q
Gp¨, x, p´kq2qhppxqdσx¸y “
k2xφ,
˜
1
r2
ż
Srp0q
Gp¨, x, p´kq2qhppxqdσx¸y .
Notice that Gpy, x, p´kq2q “ Gpx, y, k2q. Substitute this identity into the previous formula, send
r Ñ8 and compare the main terms in asymptotics. This provides
xDφ,
ż
S2
a8pσ, ¨, kqhpσqdσy “ k2xφ,
ż
S2
a8pσ, ¨, kqhpσqdσy .
We now take κ for which the non-tangential limits of both sides exist (each one is a full measure
set). Comparing the limiting values, we get (3.63) in “weak” sense, which can be formulated as (the
conjugation can be dropped by the choice of h and φ)
Lemma 3.16. Take any φ P C8c pR3q and h P L2pS2q. Then, for a.e. κ P R, we have
xDφ,
ż
S2
a8pσ, ¨, κqhpσqdσy “ κ2xφ,
ż
S2
a8pσ, ¨, κqhpσqdσy .
Remark. The obvious drawback of the given argument is that the set of “good” κ for which
the non-tangential limits exist, might depend on both φ and h. Had we been able to establish the
y-independence of the set of “good” κ in the definition of a8pσ, y, κq, we would have hadż
S2
a8pσ, y, κqhpσqdσ
being a weak (and then H2pR3q-regular, by Interior Regularity Theorem, [17], p.309) eigenfunction of
D. Notice, that we do not have this issue in the case when the problem is considered on ℓ2pZ3q.
Having obtained the stationary representation for wave operators, we can now prove theorem 1.3
from Introduction.
Proof. (of theorem 1.3) First, we suppose that for given f , its orthogonal projection to subspace
ranW` is nonzero. Call it h1 and write h2 “ f ´ h1. Since h1 “W`pW`q´1h1, we have
eit
?
De´it
?
H0pW`q´1h1 Ñ h1, tÑ `8
and, since eit
?
D preserves L2 norm,
}e´it
?
H0pW`q´1h1 ´ e´it
?
Dh1}2 Ñ 0, tÑ `8
thus proving the lemma.
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Therefore, it suffices to show that orthogonal projection of f to ranW` is nonzero. Suppose it is
zero. Then, using xf,W`gy “ 0 for all g P L2pR3q, formula (3.62) and weak continuity (as function
in σ, κ) of a8pσ, y, κq in parameter y, we get
(3.64)
ż
R3
fpyq
ż 8
0
dκ|κ|2
ż
S2
a8pσ, y, κqpgpκσ{p2πqqdσ “ 0
for every g P N . This can be rewritten as
(3.65)
ż 8
0
dκ|κ|2
ż
S2
F pσ, κqpgpκσ{p2πqqdσ “ 0, F pσ, κq def“ ż
R3
fpyqa8pσ, y, κqdy
if we change the order of integration. Now, note that F pσ, kq is analytic in k P C` and positive on
iR since f is nonnegative and a8pσ, y, kq is positive there. Thus, F pσ, κq, being boundary value, is
not identically zero as function in σ P S2 and κ P R. This, however, gives a contradiction with (3.65)
since g is chosen arbitrarily in N and N is dense in L2pR3q. 
We finish this part by formulating the following questions:
1. Are the wave operators W˘p?D,?H0q complete?
2. Can methods developed in this paper be generalized to Schro¨dinger evolution eitH? The free
evolution for Schro¨dinger equation is very different from eit
?
H0 and proving existence of wave
operators is a major challenge even in one-dimensional case.
4. Examples
In the last section, we want to consider the large class of potentials, for which the conditions (2.1)
and (3.1) are satisfied. In many cases, if potential V oscillates and decays at infinity, it can be written
in the form V “ divQ.
‚ TakeQpxq “ qp|x|qP pxq , where P is any C2pR3q vector-field satisfyingř2j“0 }DjP }8 ă 8 and
q P C2pR`q and q, q1, q2 P L2pR`q.
´
For instance, take P as any trigonometric polynomial in
x and let qprq “ pr2 ` 1q´γ , γ ą 1{4. Then, V “ qp|x|qdiv P ` V1 , where V1 is short-range.
¯
‚ Following [13], consider the random model. Take any φ which is infinitely smooth function
supported in B1p0q. Consider
V0 “
ÿ
jPN
ajφpx ´ xjq ,
where txju are points in R3 that satisfy minj1‰j2 |xj1´xj2 | > 2 (e.g., one can take the elements
of the lattice 2Z3). Then, choose taju in such a way that
|V0pxq| . p1 ` |x|q´1{2´ǫ, ǫ ą 0.
Now, consider V in (1.1) or (1.2) given by “randomization” of V0, i.e.,
(4.1) V pxq “
ÿ
jPN
ajξjφpx ´ xjq ,
where tξju are real-valued, bounded, and odd independent random variables. In [13], it was
proved that V can be written in the form V “ divQ where Q satisfies (3.1) almost surely.
The idea was based on writing the formula
V “ ∆∆´1V “ ´div∇x
ż
R3
V pyq
4π|x´ y|dy “ divQ, Qpxq “
ż
R3
x´ y
4π|x´ y|3V pyqdy
and proving that Q satisfies |Qpxq| 6 Cp1`|x|q´1{2´ǫ1 , ǫ1 ą 0 with probability 1. This implies,
in particular, that theorem 3.1 holds true almost surely.
In [13], it was proved that the operators H “ ´∆`V with potential given by (4.1) satisfies
σacpHq “ r0,8q almost surely. The multidimensional random models with slow decay were
considered in [18, 36] (on Rν , ν > 2) and [4] (on Z2) and existence of wave operators was
proved. In the current paper, we go beyond establishing a.c. spectral type (the main result
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in [13]) by showing that the wave operators (1.8) exist. In contrast to [4] and [36], we proved
deterministic results and then showed that the random potential satisfies the conditions of
the theorem almost surely.
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